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WASHINGTON PUBLIC POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM

RESPONSE TO

NRC HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING

PRELIMINARY DESIGN ASSESSMENT AUDIT

REPORT OF AUGUST 26, 1983

INTRODUCTION

An audit of the WNP-2 Control Room Design Review (CRDR) Preliminary Report
dated April 1983 and of the WNP-2 Control Room was conducted by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) Human Factors Engineering Branch (HFEB),
Division of Human Factors Safety, the week of June 6, 1983. Subsequently,
an Audit Report dated August 26, 1983, was submitted to the Washington
Public Power Supply System. This Response Report addresses the findings in
the NRC's Audit Report.

The $udit Report contained Sections A through F. Sections A, D, E, and F

are addressed in this Response Report. Section 8 are findings in which
corrective actions were approved and verified as being complete during the
June onsite audit. Section C are findings in which the corrective actions
and schedule for corrections were approved but were not completed at the
time of the June onsite audit. Sections B and C did not require a response
but an internal review to ensure corrective actions have been completed in
accordance to the approved schedule.

The Response Report is arranged by section and finding sequence as noted in
the Audit Report. The top of each page identifies the response by the NRC

finding number and, where applicable, the Supply System finding number.
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HU)<AH EHGINEERIHG DEFICIENCY FIHOING,

NRC NO. A-l.l HPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPONO BY:

Control room furnishings and equipment were not completelyinstalled. Adequacy of furnishings, obstacles to operator
movement, and presence of unnecessary furnishings and equipment
could not be evaluated.

RESPONSE: The control room pnmary opez'ating area has been essentiaEly arranged inits finaE configuration ('see Figure 2). Mo concerns nrer'e noted:

1. Access to pHnt table (item 18) eras poor for the senior RO and NSSS operator'.
The print files (item 17) and the pmnt table vere reversed in sequence. This
provides impmved access and aEso improved visibility for the BOP opez'atoz'rom
his desk to Panel P852 (Boer'd S).

2. The teo black and a)hite CRTs located between the senior RO and Panel P602 az'e at
such a height that the senior'O's vier is partially obstructed. 'See NRC
Finding D-7.8 for r'esponse on this item.

Pith he -above changes, fmmishings appear adequate; opezatoz movement is unobstmc-
ted nrithin their ar'eas of responsibility; communications is adequate at aEE uerk
stations; procedures az'e z cadi ly accessible fz'om a centz'al Eocation, oper atoz,
visibiEity fz'om theiz respective nark stations to the paneEs is unobstructed, includ-
ing fzom the shift manager 's office; and access to emergency equipment and spare
par'ts is adequate. 1'n gener'aE, the avzangement provides a functional contzol z'oom
foz both normal and abnormal operation.

The ~angement of the shift managez 's office and the operator 's lunch/study room
has not been completed as yet. These areas uiEE be in the pzoposed cmangement by
fuel Eoad. A functionaE r'eviev tuiEE be compEeted of these areas vhen the arrangement
has been completed.
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Attachment 1

Page 2

CONTROL ROOM E UIPHENT IDENTIFICATION

2.

5-Drawer file cabinet (for protective gear, etc), A-1.20

5-Drawer file cabinet (for tools, spare parts, etc.), C-l.14

3. 4-Shelf bookcase

4. & 5. 6-Shelf bookcases (2)

6. & 7. Tables (2)

8. Shelf unit (for Scott Air Packs)

9. 10. & 11. 2-Door, 4-shelf cabinets (3) (for charts, ink & recorder supplies, etc.)
A-1.20

12. 5-Drawer file cabinet

13. & 14. 4-Shelf bookcase

15. 2-Drawer file cabinet

16. Shift Manager's desk

17.

18. & 19.

20. & 21.

22. & 23.

24.

25. & 26.

27.

28.

29.

Print file cabinets (10)

Print tables (2)

1-Shelf bookcases (2)

2-Shelf bookcases (2)

Control Room Supervisor's desk

Tables (2) (adjoining RO desk)

RO desk (BOP)

2-Drawer file cabinet

RO desk (NSSS)



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. A-1 . 2 WPPSS iNO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY.

Portions of Panel P-813 were under construction and could Pot be

evaluated.

RESPONSE: Panel P813 modifications have not been completed. A review >ril be
performed prioz to commezical opez ation .



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

$ NRC NO. A-'1. 3 MPPSS NO. 19.1.2

REVIEHER: RESPOND BY:

Con'trol room sound levels could not be reviewed,

RESPONSE: A sound survey vas pezfozmed in the MFP-2 Control Room pmmavp oper'ating
ar'ea and zemote shutdown room on 9-20-83; Using a Bmel and I@acr Type 2218
Precision Integrating Sound Level Meter, ambient noise measurements vere taken at
fourteen Eocations. The Eocations and theiz associated sound levels ar'e listed
helena (aEE measuz'es az'e in dB(A) unite):

1. P601 (left) 62
2. P602 (right) 59
3. P602 62
4. P803 62
5. P840 63
6. P820 62
7. P800 (Eeft) 60
8. P800 (right) 62
9. NSSS Operator 's desk 62

20. 'BOP Opezator 's desk 59
21. SR desk 83
22. Remote Shutdcen PaneE (left) 62
23. Remote Shutchmn Panel (right) 81
14. Remote Shutdoum Panel (desk ar ea) 62

AEE measuzements vere belov the minimum recommended 65 dB(A), 'verage ambient noise
vas 62.28 dB(A).

These readings az'e considez'ed typicaE foz'he normal control z'oom envizonment tw'th
one exception. The access panels at the base of the benchbocmfs vere all z'emoved
during the data z*ecozdings. Thus, the actuaE contz'ol room ambient backgr'ound noise
is expected to be less than the above vith the access paneEs in place.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

I NRC NO. A-1.18 WPPSS NO. 20. 3.2

REVfEWER: RESPOND BY:

r>mee~ .

Radiation'monitoring equipment was not availably iq'he con'.iol
room.

RESPONSE: PSAR, Seotion 22.8 2, r.equires protable radiation monitorinS equipment

to be stored in the oontrol room prior to fuel toad. Required equipment uiZE be

in place p~r to fuel, load and located as sholem in Figuze 1.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

HRC NO. A-1.20 MPPSS HO. 19. 3. 3

REVIE)1ER: RESPOND BY:

Accomodations were not provided for the storage of protective
gear, spare parts, and personal belongings.

RZSPONSE: Accommodations urill be provided prior to fueE load. See Figure 2 foz
arrangement details. AZE operators have Eockers uithin the Service Building foz
pez'sonnel effects. Control zoom personneE effects should be minoz'; i.e., hats,
coats, Eunches, tzaining matezial. A hat and coat zack uiEE be located adJ'acent
to the study/Eunch zoom, and alE other personneE effects shouEd be within the
study/lunch room area.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY .-I NDING

NRC NO. A-1. 31 MPPSS NO.

RE>IIEllER: RESPONO BY:

Oocument organization and storage provisions in the control- room
and at the remote shutdown panel were not in final form.

RESPONSE: Document organization and storage provisions nrill be in their'final
form prior to fuel load. See Zigures1 and 2 for proposed layout. The desk
Located in the Remote Shutdoum Room vill contain required procedures, spare parts,
and communications equipment. Document organization within the bookcases tHll be
reviewed prior: to fuel load.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. A-3.4 WPPSS NO. 14.5.3.1

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

Audio alarm signal detection and intensity levels could nod be

reviewed.

BK'SPONSE: Only Mo of the fouz alarm systems are pzesently opezable. Detection
and intensity leveZ revims vere performed on these available systems. The alarm
foz P602/P603 system met the 20 db over ambient backgzound as measured from the
three operator hark stations. The alarm for P800/P820/P840 ms only 5 db over
ambient backgz'ound. The speaker eras found bolted to the panel ulaZZ tJith its cone
facing the panel. The speakez uiZZ be z*evezsed so the speaker cone faces outnu'd
and the system re-evaluated. Signal detection and intensity reviews nn.ZZ be

~ completed on all fouz systems pzior to coninerciaZ operation.





HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

- NRC NO. A-3.5 WPPSS NO 14 3 10. 14 5 2 l,b; 14.3.11

REVIEWER: RESPOND DY:

"Ref lash" capability for annunciation of a second input from q
mi ~tiple input alarm could not be reviewed.

PaneE

P601-A2 (4-5) RHR B/C suction valve contz'oL
siAtch cEosed.

Alarm split into tee alazms;
RHR B(2-5) and BHR C(4-5).

AEazm split into three aLazms;
eater leg pump (4-4), condensate
pump (2-7), and vacuum pump (2-6).

Alarm split into two aEazms;
Pump A(4-7) and Pump B(4-8).

These are Mo level tzansmittezs
monitoring one condensez level.
Alarm ciz'cuits vere modified to
make 2-8 high level onZy and 2-9
Zoo ZeveZ onZy.

Split into taboo aEarms; general
tzoubLe (8-3) and loss of
alternate pouer souzce (9-3).

SpEit into tvo alarms; general
trouble (8-3) and loss of
alternate pover source (9-3).

P601-A4 (4-4) BCIC eater leg, condensate
vacuum pump motoz ovez load.

-(4-7) BVCU Pump A/B cooLing eat'er
temp high.
(2-8) Off-gas condensez LeveE A

high/Zonr.
(2-9) Off-gas condensez LeveL B

high/Z~.

P602-AS

P672-A9

(8-3) 125 VDC invez'tez I'-3
troubEe.

P800-C1

(8-3) 125 VDC invez ter I'-3
tz'oubZe. „

P800-CS

RESPONSE: Beflash ms not designed into the annunciator panel, circuits. A "MFP-2

Annunciator System Hultiple I'nput AEarm Standard" vas prepared in November'981.
The standard provided guidance for determining the acceptabiEitp of annunciator
aEarms Mith muEtiple inputs and acceptable methods of corrective actions to z'esolve
muEtipEe input concerns. AZE multiple aEarms vere reviewed against the follow,ng.
criteria: priority of alarm, diverse opezatoz',or system zesponse requizements, and
available contzoE zoom backup information.. Seven aEazms failed to meet the criteria.
The numbez of alarms that mould need "zefEash" capability mrs considered minimal to
trent redesign of all annunciator panels. As an alternative, the individuaE
alazm ciz'cuits vere modified by splitting the alarms into disczete circuits meeting
the muEtiple alazm standard zequizements. These alazms have been corzected. AEso,
the NRC Audit Team reviewed the multipEe alarm standazd during their o'nsite t'une

audit and noted no concerns with the standaz'd. No further action requiz'ed.
t'l ". Revised Alarm
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

)
NRC NO A-5.17 '~(PPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

System status panels were inoperative and could;"ot 4e
completely evaluated.

RZSPONSZ: A dynamic euaZuation nriZZ be

performed

pm'' to comme'iaZ oper'ation..
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HUHAN ENGINEERING DEfICIENCY fIHDING

) NRC HO. A-7.15 NPPSS NO.

REVIEHER: RESPOND GY:

The CTSO system ~as not operational and could not be completely
evaluated. This includes the TDAS and GOS systems.

BZSPONSE: A dynamic evaZuation ariZZ be per foamed pm'o comme''ciaZ operation.
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HVMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. 0-1.21 MPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-601 - The unlabeled, blank controllers on this panel should beremoved to reduce visual noise. (8314)

RESPONSE: The bZank contzeZZez'ove2s and supp'ing sheZf unit ariZZ be zemoved

by the 1st ZueZ Outage.





HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. 0-1.22 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-601 - The Square Root Extractor provides no operatorinformation. (8324)

RESPONSE: The Squaz'e Root Extractor vilE zemain unless:

2. The space is needed by an active device vhich z'equires operator'anipulation.

2. The need for the Squaz'e Root Extractor is eliminated.

The location of the Square Root Extractor does not imyede the operator or create
a condition. This is not
a conJested area of the panel and contrast is minimum, such as not to cause
opez'atoz distraction. No change is r squiz ed.





HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

, NRC NO.

I
REVIEMER:

D-1.23 MPPSS NO.

RESPOND BY:

P-OOl, P-100 - No procedures, nor facilities for storing
procedures, are available at the RSP. (8608)

RESPONSE: A desk uriEl be located across from the Remote Shutdown panels. The

desk viEE store spar'e par ts, communications equipment, and procedures required
at the RSP. These viEE be instaEled poor to fuel load.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

~ NRC NO. D-1.24 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-830 - Some controls and mimics on P-830 and controls on P-831
are below the anthropometric height limits. (B504)

RESPONSE: PaneZ P830 does not exist at VNP-2. 2't is assumed that Pane2 P832 vas
the paneZ of concezm rather than P830. Conte'oZs beZov height guideZines foe P831

'nd P832 az'e z'esponded to in NRC Audit Finding E-8.28.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO.

/
REVIEWER:

D-1. 25 WPPSS NO.

RESPOND BY:

P-840 - The push-button status lights on the vertical panel are

located too high (e.g., about 70-72 inches above floor level and

41" up on vertical board). (B113)

RESPONSE: These ar'e nonpzocess contz'ols that function p~avily as safety system.
subannunciatoz'tatus paneEs. An annunciatoz'lcuvn nriZE focus the operator"s
attention to'the specific status Eight panel. The operator uiEZ zespond to the
annuncciatoz by use of the normal response controls at the paneL 'edge. The status
light uiEZ continue to flash untiE it is manuaEEy depressed by the operator.
Once depressed, the Eight goes soZid on. This is onEy an acknowledge response
and the operatoz*s need not zespond untiE time permits. Due to thew'eight, a
revimo ups performed of aZl controls in the area foz'otentiaE inadvertent
opez'ation. No britche oz contr'oEEers exist which could be easiiy inadvertent y
operated (no J-handled controls, pushbuttons, oz'ontrollers). No changes are
r'equir ed.
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HUMAN EHGINEERINCi DEFICIENCY FINDING

)NRC NO. D-1.26 WPPSS HO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

All main panels - The top row of annunciator. panels are 85" from
floor and are vertical; not tilted forward to provide better
visibility. (B301)

RZSPONSE: NUREG-0700 guidelines for display height and orientation states the
following:

(a) AZZ displays, incEuding annunciatoz tiEes, should be mounted so that they are
nothin the upper Eimit of the visuaL field (75 above the hoÃzontaE Eine of
sight) of the 5th percentile femaLe.

(b) In addition, all displays and annunciatozs'should be mounted so that the
angle from the Zine of sight to the face plane is 45o or gzeatez'. The 5th
percentile femaEe determines the upper Eimit. The 95th pez,centiEe male
determines the lover limit.

Calculations on the annunciator paneEs in the primary area shou that the visual
field above the horizontal line of sight is about 44 and the angle fzom the line
of sight to the face plane is 45.9o based on the 5th pezcentile female to the top
of upper most alarm tiLe. This is less than the 75o limit and greater than the
45o limit noted above. Present vertical annunciatoz panel ozientation and height
meets the required guidelines. No action is requi ed.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-l . 27 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-840, P-820, P-632, P-827, P-811, P-602 - Parallax is a
problem. Problems are-found on all meters located in the lowest

.position on the vertical boards of P-840 and P-820. Problems
exist on P-632 because of an indicator that is too high (about
72" above floor). On P-827 and P-811 heater coil meters have
problens because they are mounted too low (about 31" above
floor). On P-602 RWCU is too far up on benchboard and RECIRC
system is too lcw on vertical board. (B125)

RZSPONSZ: A zeviev ms pezfoznred on the metezs in question. P820/P840 meter
design is su'ch that the pointez's are Eocated at the zight hand edge of the scales
dizectly in line arit the edge of the scaEe face. Theze is no raised distance
between the pointer and scaEe face. Vith this design, thez'e is essentially no
appaz'ent dispEacement as seen fzom ~ diffez'ent heights. Panel P632 is not
considez'ed an 'operating paneE and has onEy one minituz'e metez monitoring floor
sump Eeakage'flee of 0-6 gpm. Aleut'nnunciatozs monitoz foz excess leakage.
opezatozs would not nozrnaEEy use this paneE oz metez. The metez'oes not have
the fuEE cuz'vatuze of the Eaz'gez metez's making the uppez'cale zange zeadily
zeadabEe and pzecision zeadouts aze not required. Pazallax is not a pz'obEem on
P632. The metezs on P821 and P827 aze used as backup indication and foz'esting
the heater ciz'cuits. The heatez smtches have cizcuit "on" Eamps to identify
energization. Pz'ecise readings aze not zequiz'ed as vaEues change depending on
heatez status and aiz flee parameters. Pazallax is not a pzoblem as these
confom to the metez design noted above. 8/o changes aze z'equiz'ed. AEso see
NRC Zinding Z-S. 59 zesponse.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC HO. D»l.28 WPPSS NO.

REYIEMER: RESPOND 8Y:

P-603 - There- is glare and parallax on the RFM controllers,
Feedwater Level Turbine Control and Feedwater Turbine A and 8
Flow Control from a normal standing position. The oper ator must
bend over to avoid the problem. (8127)

RESPONSE: The contzollez's az'e normally not operated fromm a standing position.
The controllers are located on the rear half of the horizontal section of the
benchboavd. Prom this location, an operator must lean into the contz'ollez's to
adJ'ust them. By Eeaning into the controller's, glrive and parallax ar'e minimal
or nonexistent. The controllezs are located in a noncongested area of the
paneE. Hand zoom is available if the operator'ants support awhile adJ'usting

'he

contr'oEEers, and ther'e are no adjacent contzols that can be easily inad-
vez'tently operated or vhose operation mould affect the plant. Also, the
operators use the RPV Eevel and fee~ater floor indicators on the vez'ticaE
section of P603 to monitoz setpoint changes and plant pezforvnance. No glm'e
or pm'aEEax exist on these indicatozs. No changes are required.





HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-l.29 MPPSS NO.

REVIEMER: RESPOND BY:

P-602, P-603 - Controls requiring continuous actuation are too
low; operating position is very uncomfortable. These are the
continuous insert and withdrawal rod controls on P-603 and the
recirculation loop A and'8 flow controls on P-602. (8223)

BZSPONSE: 'uzing zeactoz star tup, Wo operators aze seated at the red contzoL
console. The z'ods aze nrithdraum to full penner zod configuration fz'om a seated
position in fzont of P603. Minor rod adjustments subsequent to that ar'e up to
0he opezator to stand oz'it. The zecizculation floe controls have pushbutton
raise/lover svitches for ease of extended reach. Ruing speci fic stages of rod
pull, recizculation floe vill be adJusted by the same'm operators noted above,
eithez'mm the master contz'oiler on P603 oz'rom the Mo individual floe con-
tzollezs on P602. Valve. opening times are about 70% pcnuer per second. Thus on'Ly
momentary activations is zequired, not continuous. Host manipulations real'L be
from a seated position. Subsequent adjustments >vill be minor. No chances are
Fequzz ed;
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-1. 30 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-001 - Glare on meters makes reading difficult. (8604)

RESPONSE: NRC Audit Report item F-2.36 responds to Supply System Finding 20.3.2,
Glare on P-001 Meters. Diffuers m ZZ be instaZled on the overhead lamps to reduce
the glare on the upper r~ of meters. Pending availability and procurement,
diffuser's nriZZ be installed prior to commercial operations. I"Zare giZZ be
ze-evaluated after'iffuser installation.





HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. 0-2;2 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

SRO Desk - Communications to kitchen and restroom are

inadequate. The telephone currently provided in the kitchen is
not suff icient. (8129)

Sl'SPONSE: An audio adn/ orvisual device activated from the SEO desk, either by
a stmple pushbutton or suitchvi,il be installed in the kitchen and zestroom
areas prior to commercial operation.



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. 0-3.55 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

FP-l, FP-2, FP-3 - Annunciator tiles are not laid out in a

consistent manner, principally between these three boards.
There are also some inconsistent layouts within panels. (8120)

RESPONSE: The fire contzeZ annunciatoz panels aEazm aze arranged by subsystem;
namely:

Standcu'd (ZP-2) The Standmd alarms are fiz'e alake which monitoz'r'eas
which ar'e not specifically protected by a suppression
system.

Zunctional (ZP-2)

Superi sory (ZP-3)

The Zunctional altos are fize alarms which monitor areas
which are specifically protected bu a suppression system.

The Supervisory alazms monitor the ouer'all suppression
systems and equipment status.

Zach annunciator panel is laid out arith z'espect to building area. No changes ar'
z equir ed.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-3. 56 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-603 - Annunciator tiles appear to have no logical organization
within each panel and system/subsystem groups are not always
grouped together (e.g , CRD system on P-603). (B329)

RESPONSE: Panel P603 annunciatoz panels >vere z'emmnged to group
annunciatoz'larms

by system. All RPS-A alcuvns m'e located to the left of alarm panel A7
and RPS-8 alarms to the Eeft of alam paneE A8. The neutron monitoring system
almvns me located in the centez of both panels, panel A7 containing the SRM

and IRM alake, and panel A8 containing the LPRM, RBM, and APRM alarms. The

~ght side of each almm panel is cmanged by support systems; A7 has the CRD

and SEC division 2 alcumrs, each separately grouped; A8 has the BZV and SEC

division 2 alarms, each sepmately gzouped. Both the SJ'C divisional gzouped me
located to the fm mght foz consistent.

The alazms foz'EC Divisions 2 and 2 me alE different; therefore, Eayout consis-
tency is meanlingless, except that they are alE grouped to the mght of the panels.

The RPS-A and B az'rangements are identical to the extent possibEe. The 27 z'elatable
alazms in each panel me located in simiEaz positions on each panel. All othez'PS
alcums m'e succentEy diffezent that similm arrangement is unnecessQpp.

iso further action required.





HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-3. 57 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-840, P-820, P-800 - Split screen tiles result in 70 tiles on 8
p'anels and 60 ti'les on 5 panels. (B302)

RESPONSE: A revim of each alarm panel on P840, P820, and P800 sheers only seven
alarm paneEs that actuaEEy have more than 50 aEarms total. Each paneE ups reviewed
foz'he foEEcnAng areas:

2. Grouping of alarms by system/function
2. Vording cEarity, consistencu, accuracy
3. Readabi Eity fz'om a distance
4. Prioritization visibiEity

Modifications have been made over the East taro yeazs to impzove the opezator"s
ability to clearly identify and z'espond to the alarms. These changes have signi-
ficantly reduced the effect of the large numbez of alarms in these panels to an
acceptable level. Alarms have been veEE grouped by system or function within each
alarm paneE; the character heights have been improved fzom 0.287" to 0.228" and
their height-to-tAdtti. ratios have been brought into conformance nn'th NUREG-0700
requirements; alarm vinchm vording has been revised foz* cEazity, consistency, and
abbreviations, and in many cases shoztened to reduce conoestion;a dividez bar has
been engraved to provide separation contrast between upper'nd lover lindow halves
on aEZ aEarm nrindovs; and a review of each alarm rindle based on the k!i'-2 annun-
ciatoz coloz code pzioritization standmd indicated that only nine alarms me of
high priority (red). These have been coloz coded and are aEE located on the top
roar of each panel tuhere their nnportance is r'cadi ly discernable.

Vith the significant improvements noted above, with the dark board concept employed
and that these paneEs do not monitoz NSSS system, the deviation from NUPSG-0700
guidelines is considezed minimal. The panels are acceptable. No changes are
z equiz'ed.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-3.58 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND SY:

P-603 - Nomenclature f'r Control Rod Drive System on
annunciators is inconsistent: CRD System, Control Rod Drive
System, Rod Drive Control System. (8330)

RESPONSE: The above nomenclatuze vas based on the original annunciatoz nrem
nmding. A net set of ruindces have been installed. A zevim of the CRD tezmin-
ology usage on the nm urindovs indicates the folhnuing:

CRD is only used vheze zefezence is made to an alarm affecting the ovezall
system; i.e., CRD Pump A Suction Pzess Lou. CRD is consistently abbz'eviated
and not speZZed out.

ROD is onZy used vhez*e specific attention needs to be dzaum to that paz t of the
CRD system only.

Of the items noted in D-3.$8:

CRD system mm zeads consistently CRD.

Contz*pl Rod Drive S stem is not spelled out anyurheze.

Rod'Dzive Contzol S stem I'no is valid to emphasize the Rod component.

No fuz'thez action z'equiz'ed.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-3.59 MPPSS NO

REYIEWER: RESPOND BY:

On all panels - The abbreviation list (combined Standard and
Limited Use) has some dual and triple meanings. It is poor HF

practice to have separate "limited use" abbreviations which may
duplicate "standard" abbreviations. This requires a memory
process which gets very little practice and is therefore prone
to error. Abbreviations are not used consistently throughout
all control room applications (e.g., annunciators, computer
printer, procedures, labels, meter faces, etc.). (8303)

RESPONSE: One master abbzeviation Eist nriZZ be administzatively contz'oiled by use o
a plant "Technical Directive."

A review of the limited use abbz'eviation section indicates that 20 of the 37 abbzevi
ated vords have no counterpin t listed in the standard listing. These uiZZ be incor-
porated into the standard listing. Seven limited use abbzeviations are not dupli-
cates of any existing abbreviation in the standard Eisting and are similar to the
existing abbr'eviations; i.e., sync vs synch for synchronizing. These seven limited
deviations do not zeduce zeadiability oz add to the opezator's memory z'equiz'ements..
The minimum benefit derived does not tuarrant the cost of speciaE procurement lenses
and drauring changes. These uiZZ be deleted from the'ist to pz'event fuz'ther pz'opa-
gation. The use of5abbreviations FEZ be deleted by commercial ops~ation; the
abbzeviations "DN, BY, UP" have been deEeted fzom P608; the abbreviation "SW" thrill
be spelled out in P634; and- the abbzeviation TRANSP" on P842 uiZZ be corz'ected.

The remaining limited use abbreviations are:
TRANS (transfer) varies considerably fzom (XZR).
LO (Zce) is a duplicate of lockout (LO).
COMP (computer) is a duplicate of compzessoz (COMP).
CONT (contzoE) is a dupLicate of containment (CONT).
OPN (opezate) is a dupEicate of open (OPN).

These me special ordez'enses. Procurement uiZZ be initiated and neo Eensee instaZ-
Eed based on availability of lenses. The existing Eocations are such that no dupEi-
cate abbreviations presentEy exist, and their functional use is z'eadily zecognizable
by the operator. Thus, temporary labels ar'e not z'equized.

Since the tune NRC Audit, alE annunciatoz @indies have been zepEaced, and net Eabel
plates me being instaEEed on all opezating panels. These are consistent uith the
revised abbreviation standard. AZZ meter faces are pzesently consistent. Pz'oceduzes
are being updated on a continual basis. Where procedures have nonstandard abbrevia-
tions, Whey uiZZ be bzought into agzeement during theiz zoutine review cycle. As is;
most proceduz'es are in conformance.. Computez pzograms m:ZZ be reviewed and bzought
into conformance to the extent practical by the first zefueEing outage.

Cont'd next page ......
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NRC NO. D-3. 59 WPPSS NO.

Pith the above corrections, only four dual use abbreviations are defined in the
standard abbreviation Zisting. These aze permitted due to theiz readily recog-
nisable use by the operator and physical sepmation between devices requiring
their use; i.e., "SV" foz sezuice eater and southwest. Southwest is only used
on the'eteorological back veztical. panel which is not located near sezuice toater
contz'ols. Each of these abbz'eviations have attached notes in the abbzeuiation
standm'd that specify the abbreuiation is not to be used near its counterpart.

The standm'd viZZ be revised in accozdance to the above prior to commerciaZ
operation'.



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. 0-3. 60 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-840 - Annunciators at the left-hand side of the panel cannot
be read fran the annunciator control station at the right-hand
side of panel. (8106)

RESPONSE: See Supply System response to NRG'inding E-3. 70. A redundant'et of
response controls trill be installed on the left side of the panel at the first
r efu'cling outage.



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-3.61 MPPSS NO.

REVIEMER: RESPOND

BY'-840

- It is too far from annunciator controls to all
annunciator panels-operators express concern that an
unidentified alarm can be acknowledged in the process of
acknowledging another alarm on this panel. Operators also want
capability to silence without acknowle'dging an alarm. (1107)

RESPONSE: See NRC Zinding D-3.80 for annunciator response control location
resolution. The resolution as to a separate silence control is addressed in
Supply System response to NRC Finding E-3.70.



HOGAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-3. 62 WPPSS NO.

REVIEMER: RESPOND BY:

On all annunciator panels - Character height will be: .187,
.215, .250 inches. (8304)

RESPONSE: The above NRC Finding does not specify a concern. However, all panels
have been upgraded to the neo character. heights specified above. Single arindovs
(NSSS panels) use 0.280 inch. BOP benchbomds use 0.22$ inch. Ver tical panels
use 0.287 inch.



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-3. 63 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-820 - Some annunciator controls are out of easy reach. Only
one properly placed annunciator control would be adequate for
all of panel 820. (8118)

RESPONSE: The response controls vill be moved to the center of the board and
arill be completed bp the end of the 1st Fuel Outage. Also, see Supply System
z'esponse to NRC Finding E-3. 70.



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. 0-3.64 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

On all panels - Annunciator procedures are not currently
consistent with annunciator tiles. Tiles have been updated,
procedures have not. Procedures are indexed by panel ID but the
panel does not currently display IDs. (8306)

RESPONSE: Annunciator procedures m.ZZ be revised prioz to fuel load per Supply
System zesponse to NRC Finding F-3.72. PaneZ label plates have been ozdered and
mZZ be installed by fuel load. Panel I'D nomenclatuz'e ruiZZ be consistent between
the paneZ ZabeZs and procedures.



HUMAN ENGINEERING 'DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-4.19 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

Process computer printer keyboards are not used (except for the
linefeed key which can be used to space up paper to read last

. line printed). (8207) Also see Finding 7.11. (B-206)

RESPONSE: AZZ pzintezs have keyboazds to affozd capabiZity of scrapping devices
upon faiZuze of I'/0 devices.



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-4.20 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-840 - Unneeded controllers are present (e.g., RHR heat
exchanger A and B cooling water pressure). (B213)

RESPONSE: RHR A Heat Exchanger pressure controller on P840 and RHR B Heat
Exchanger pz'essm'e controller on P820 and legend plates have also been deleted.
=Action has been completed.





HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-4. 21 MPPSS NO.

REVIEllER: RESPOND BY:

P-820 - Valves marked CLOSE-NORM-OPEN are of two different kinds
- some are spring return to center (e.g., MAIN STM 24 INCH HDR

ISOLATION VALVE) while some appear to be in AUTO in the NORM

position (e.g, EXHAUST HOOD A SPRAY MTG BYPASS COND). (B116)

BESPOKE: On P820, all suritches which have escutcheons maz'%ed "close-norm-open"
oz "close-auto-open" az'e physically the same sruitch. The difference between the~ applications is whether'he contact 8/6 (contact is closed in the norm or
auto position) is being used. Those applications using the contact have the
"auto" escutcheon; vhezeas, those not using it have the "norm" escutcheon. A

review of P820 indicates that all auitch escutcheons using "auto" oz "norm" ar'
coz'r ectly labeled. No changes az'e r equized.





HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-4.25 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

h

P-603 - Different color buttons are used for IRH range
controls-2 red knobs (upper), 2 black knobs (lower). (8401)

BESPONSE: Use of IBM range controls during star tup zequizes par ticular attention
by the opezatoz. The system has been designed by the Nuclear Steam Suppliez
enhance the operator 's ability to pzopez ly select the cozzect control and monitor
its z'esponse on zecoz'dez's. The red knobs z'elate to the zed pens on the IBM
zecozdezs, and the black knob to the black recor der pens. No changes m'e
required. '



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-4.26 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-832 - It is possible to close both the "open" and "close" push
buttons on this type of throttle valve on P-832. (Control
Drawing reference W0-2808, E-519) (S507)

RESPONSE: The su<itch concerned is a maintained contact type which is mechanicalZy
z'eZeased tohen the "off" button is depzessed. The foZZounng sequence of events
take pEace ifboth the "open" and "cEosed" buttons az'e depz'essed simultaneously:

Valve fuZEy cEosed:
Valve ariEL tzaveZ open if the "open" contact made up fiz'st arit z'espect to
the c2ose contact.
Va2ve mn't do anything if the "close" contact closes first.

VaEve fuEly open;
Valve u)i22 traveE close if the "close" contact cEoses fiz'st.
Valve >en't do anything if the "open" contact cEoses fir'st.

Valve in between full open oz fuEl c2ose:
VaEve m'll tzavel to the position caELed for bu the fiz'st contact to c2ose.
Opez'ator uiZZ know the ultimate position by obseruing the indicating Lights.
2'f the valve traveEed to the opposite position than desiz'ed, then he vouZd
make necess~ cozrections by depzessing the coact button.

No adverse condition exists due to this condition. No fuz thez action zequized.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. 0-5.32 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-601 - Heat Exchanger Vent valve controls do not have
indicators to tell if valves are open or closed. Operators feel
they are needed. (8312)

RESPONSE: Position indicating lamps ar'e not required. Valves are equipped ruith
analog position meter indications. located der ectEp above the valve controls.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. 0-5.33 HPPSS NO.

.REVIEHER RESPOND BY:

P-602 - Flow Controllers, Flux Controllers, and Master
Controller deviation meters do not have (+) and (-) indications
shown on scale. (8327)

RESPONSE: Plus and minus indications are not appropH'ate for'hese meters.
Hor'e appropriate terms around be "open" and "close" signal deviation.
Appropvuzte termed decals nrill be installed on the deviation meter covers
or adJacent to the meters poor to fuel 7oad.
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HUMAN ENGINEERIHG DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-5.34 MPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-601 - There are two sets of seven red indicator lights with no
apparent function. (8316)

I

RESPONSE:- The &o sets of lights monitoz'he status of ADS systems 1 and 2.
Vhen an initiation signal is originated, either by automatic circuitry or manuaE

initiation, the seven lights indicate that each of the seven ADS vaEve
ciz'cuits have been energized. Demarcation lines have been applied mound the
tvo ADS system contz'ol groups, incEuding their respective grouping of seven Eights.
The ADS Esghts have Eabels installed identifying each Eight to its respective ADV

valve circuit. No fuz ther changes are z'equ6'ed.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-5.35 MPPSS NO.

REYIEMER: RESPOND BY:

P-001 - The Square Root Extractor on the ront panel is not
needed by the operator. (8601)

RESPONSE: The Squa2'e Boot Extractor'i22 be moved if the fZou Zoop is eliminated
oz additionaZ space is needed on the paneZ. The Zocation of the Squa2e Boot
Extractor does not impede the operator oz create a condtion; vhexeas,

opezatoz'moz

may resuZt due to its Zocation. No action required.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-5. 36 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-840 - Numbers on the controller (0-100) have no units (e.g., '4

open). Operators "think" that 0 is closed, 100 is open. (8105)

RESPONSE: Contzollez COND-BMC-32B @ril have a tag attached pmoz to fuel load
etating:

% OPEN
COND-V-32B

The tezvn "%%u OPEN" and valve identification nvill pzovide the opezatoz'.. adequate
information. No fuzthez'ction is z'equiz'ed.





HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-5.37 WPPSS NO.

REYIEWER RESPOND BY:

P-840 - A temporary label iridicates this is a valve position
controller. The scale (0-100) is unmarked, and the thumbwheel
is not label ed raise/lower, increase/decrease, open/close, etc.
(B112)

RESPONSE: A permanent label. uiZZ be attached prior to fuel load: ControZlez
COND-BMC-32B as noted in NRC Finding D-$ .36. This viZZ zesoZve the o-200% scale
concern and identify it as valve position c'ontroller more accuzateZy. The addi-
tion of a thumhoheeZ zotation marker is not required as all controller thumb-
sheels in the contz'ol room conform to NVBEG-0700 guidelines. To raise the set-
point (open valve), the direction of rotation is a fomard hand movement.



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-5.38 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

There are many meters with
non-recommended

major scale
divisions, such as:

0-30, 60, 90, 120
0-40$ 80, 120, 160
0-25, 50, 75, 100, 125 ( B511)

RESPONSE: All scales vill be brought into conformance arith NUREG-0700 guidelines
by the first refueling outage.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-5.39 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND SY:

There are many meters with non-recommended minor unmarked scale
subdivisions, such as:

12.5, 2.5
0.5 minor marks when major marks are 0, 1.5, 3.0, and 4.5
(8512)

RZSPONSE: ALE meter sca7es ALE be brought into conformance m'th NUBEG-0700
guideLines bp the first refueHng outage.
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HUMAN EHGINEERIHA OEFICIEHCY FINDING

NRC NO. 0-5. 40 HPPSS NO.

REVIEHER: RESPONO BY:

P-601 - The meter scale on the Fuel lone tConitor indicator is
labeled in increments of 40 inches. (B313)

EESPOSSE: The meter is babebsd nish major increments of'c inches and seven
snnors per major increment A .nsm scabs nibb be instatbed both on the fneb sons
indicator MS-LT-620 and recorder NS-LR-61S for consistency. Pajors vilE be in
50-inch muEtipEes uith 4 minors betaken maJors. Nm scaEes Ar'EE be instaEEed
prior to commercial oper'ation.



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-5.41 MPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

Pump A
Pump 8

Loop 8
Pump A. (8326)

P-602 - Recirc. Pump Recorders use red and black pens
inconsistently:

Temp - Red
- Black

Flow - Red
- Black

BZSPONSE: This has been corrected. Loop A parameters aze both red and loop B
parameters are both black. The recozdez'en color/description plate has been
cozrected to reflect the change. Action has been completed.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-5.42 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

All panels - Normal/abnormal operating ranges are not available
on indicators, and ranges that are installed are temporary.
(B128)

RESPONSE: See Supply System response to NRG'inCkng E-$ .82.





HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

I NRC NO. D-5.43 MPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-602 - Inconsistent indicator type and color coding exists for
Flow Control Valve motion inhibit interlock indicator lights - A

is amber, 8 is white "Sealed In". Other "Sealed In" lights are
amber. (B325)

RESPONSE: P602 paneZ mrs zeuieved against design zequir'ements. AZZ seal-in
Lights are to be amber. The white "B" seal-in light has been changed to amber.
A uuZkdoum mzs performed on aZZ lamps to ensure mz'ding and color'onform to
design z'equiz'ements: No other exceptions vere found. Action complete.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-5.44 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-820 - There is no dif erence betueen push button/non-push
button status lights (e.g., SW system push button status lights,
non-push button status lights on condenser vacuum control
benchboard.) (B117)

RESPONSE: Special indication foz pushbuttons vs nonpushbuttons is not required
as these controls az'e operated only by pez'sons fully qualified and knovledgeable
in the oper'ation of. the affected systems. Also, see Supply System response to
NRC Finding F-4. 35.



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

~
NRC NO. D-5. 45 HPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-851 - This panel is incomplete; status panels are not
identif ied.
Confusion exists as to what is monitored. Panel labels suggest
that only instrument lines are monitored, but operators believe
that this panel will monitor all containment penetrations.
(B119)

RESPONSE: These matrix status Eights monitor instrument line excess fE~ check
valve position. individual engraved lenses have mm been installed and conform
to NUREG-0700 engzaving zequizements. The thzee status Eight mat~ panels uiEE
have nm paneE labeLs pzioz to fuel load specifying:

DZ'V 2 (2 oz 3)
INSTRUMENT 1ZNES
ZSOL4TZON STATUS

No confusion shouEd exist pzior to fuel load arit the net panel Eabels and
e~stirg Eense engzavings. No further action required.



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-5. 46 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-603 - There is no way to'ell push buttons- vs. indicato~
lights on Rod Worth Minimizer and Rod Monitor control
subpanels. (8328)

RESPONSE: See Supply System response to NRC Finding F-4.35.'
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

)
NRC NO. D-5.47 WPPSS NO.

RfVIEWER: RESPOND BY

P-672 - Two. dissimilar scales on recorder OG-FR620 are log
scales, and the paper does not match either scale. (B121)

BESPONSE: Nev change paper has been or dered and uiEE be ins@zEEed upon de7iverp.





HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-5. 48 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-672 and other back panels have unlabeled recorders, dual pen
recorders with pens not identified, and recorder paper not
matching recorder scales. (8122)

RESPONSE: The net labeling scheme z'equizes both the recorder device numbez
anZZescz'iption on a Eabel pEate foz'ach r'ecoz'der. AEso, alE single, dual,
and three-pen recorders uiZE have descziptive pEates in the Eever'indov area
to define pen paz'ameters, coEoz, and units of measurement. AEE labels have
been oz'dez'ed. All pezvruznent labeEs shouEd be instaEEed by fueE Eoad. Tem-
poz'avp labels viEE be installed at fuel Eoad foz those zecordez's vhose pezmanent
labels have not yet been delivered. Chart papez'o match recorder scales for
aEE recorders has been ordered and viEE be instaEled upon deliver'y.





HUHAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. 0-5.49 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-820 - The Generator Monitor Temp recorder (GEN TR-144) has two
scales: 0-300 T/TC and 0-300 RTD. Each has 50, 100, 150, 200,
250 subdivisions. One is non-linear and does not match the
other. Paper is printed to match only one. (B508)

e

RESPONSE: Chm't pape>'as been order'ed to match the dms existing scales and
r~rz L be inebeZZed upon deLivevy
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-5.50 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

There are many recorders which do not have units printed on the
recorder scales, such as: RPV Monitor recorders A and 8;
Recirc. Pump Suction Temp and Flow. (8513)

RESPONSE: A reviews utes completed of all recorders in the control zoom (none
exist in the remote shutdoam room). Allmultipoint recorders have units anted
directly on their'cale; all one, tee, and three-pen recovers have units printed
on their pen color/description labels except recorder AS-LR-625. A nm per
color/description label uilZ be ordered and installed on this recorder poor'o
fuel 'Load. Applying units to the labels on the smaller recorders prcvides for,
unproved visibility and puts alL the recorder'~ables in one place. No further
action is r equimd.





HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. 0-6.87'PPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND 8Y:

P-821 - There are labels missing and incorrect on both A and S

HS line pressure, 4ISIV leakage, and line heater temperature.
(8219)

RESPONSE: New labels have been ordered for P821 and i'll be installed prior to
foal load.



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-6.88 WPPSS NO.

REVIEMER: RESPOND BY:

P-601 - There are two sets of four unlabeled recorders. (BS15)

BESPONSE: These 2'ecovdezs vere in the process of being installed during the
NRC Au¹e Reciee Re.ccedeee Cil!8 PR -2,8-,7,2

CPS-LR-4, 3
088 1R/PR-4A, 3A

nor have labels installed.



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY, FINDING

NRC NO. D-6.89 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

There are many unlabeled panels of Out of Service status
indicators with labeled tiles. Letter size is 1/16 x 1/8",
readable at up to 4'o 5'. Stroke width is less than 1/32".

These are located on main board and back panels. (None are

found on panels on P-602, P-825, P-831, P-832, and P-812).
(B-516)

RESPONSE: Out of sezvice status indications are designed- foz monitoring safety
:systems only. Labels=have been attached to each status matrix to identify the
functions of the box and the related safety system. Each status box is located
above its zespective system. A sample label is:

RHR B
BYPASS AND INOPERABLE

STATUS DISPLAY

All labels are consistent in format and vording.

Even though the stroke width of the engraved erinyes in each status box is less
than vhat the NUREG-0700 guidelines identify, readability is still good. These
status displays aze foz closeup monitoring only. For distance and attention,
each panel has an annunciator alarm to alez t the operatoz when a status panel
is tz'ipped. The opezator then goes to the status panel .foz'dentifying the
specific trip input. No action is req'uized;



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-6,90 WPPSS NO.

REYIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-001 - There are missing, extraneous and temporary labeIs and

mimics on RSP. (8603)

RESPONSE: Piler labels have been ordered and ariel be installed p2ioz to fuel load.
Tempo~any labels uriEl be removed upon installation of the above permanent labels.
Mimics on RSP me tempo~ tape mockups. Permanent mimic lines vill be
installed prior to fuel load.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. 0-6. 91 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-100 - The Spray Pond 8 level indicator has two unidentified
elevation markings on the face. (8606)

RESPONSE: The Wo elevation markings represent the elevation at which the spray
pond shrill ovezfE~ and the elevation of the spzay pond floor (which is above the
pump pit bottom). These have been applied as additionaE oper'atoz aids to
monitor spray pond status and to help cross-coneEate mter'upply availability
arit the circulating eater pump and basin. AEE spray pond leveE indicatoz's
(A and B) in the control zoom and zemote shutchmn room az e mar'ked similarly.
No changes az e r'eguired.





HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. 0-6.92 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-832 - There are large matrices of switches which do not have
an alphanumeric location identification system. (8801)

BESPONSE: Panel P832 contains Mo matzices of so<itches containing 26 and 28
matches. These suntches monitor miscellaneous steam trap station levels and
their z'espective bypass valve positions thz'oughout the plant. Each label is
specific in identifying the contz'ol by tz'ap station number, then vaEve numbez.

STATION 2
ÃS-V-220B

A hier'archy Eabel plate identifies each matz'iz group as "TBAP STATION BYPASS

VALVES. "

Normally, aEE vaEves are closed. Vhen a high leveE trap station alam is received,
a backlighted section on the specific mitch Eights. The section is zed and is
engraved "HIGH LEAL." The operator only needs to scan foz the zed trip Eight
to seEect the proper bypass valve. Theze is no opezationaE sequencing

oz'roceduzesnrhich zequiz'es selective manipuEation of'he contzols. A coozdinate
identification system is not vavranted as station identification numbers and
tz'ip lights pa+vide adequate selection and directivity.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING
I

NRC NO. 0-6. 93 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-820 - NS bypass valves A, B, C, and 0 and STR Slowdown valve
need a sys ten 1 abel. ( B215)

RESPONSE: A hiezcuchy label has been installed above the bypass stz'ainer blovdoum
valve controls. The labeZ reads:

TURB''NE BYPASS LINE
STRAl:NER BLOVDOPNS





HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

'NRC NO. D-6. 94 WPPSS NO.

REYIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-601 - The ADS System label is in the wrong location. (8318)

BESPONSE: Neo ZabeZs have been instaZZed on paneZ P602 since the J'une NRC

Audit. A visuaZ check verified'hat the neo hierarchy ZabeZs for ADS systems
2 and 2 are located in their appropriate Zocation. No further action reauired.





HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. 0-6.95 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-601 - The label on the HPCS Pump indicator says. Pressure/Flow
while meters are oriented Flow/Pressure. (B308)

RESPONSE: A nay label has been installed and nor reads the correct sequence.

.ZMV......PRESSURE

HPCS-P-2



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. 0-6.96 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND

BY'-821

- Meters of the Main Steam Leakage Control system are
mi s 1 abeI ed. ( B124)

RESPONSE: See Audit Finding Repor t item D-6.87 foz Supply System z'esponse.

Nm labels vill be installed pm'o fuel load.



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-6.97 HPPSS NO.

REVI6(ER: RESPOND BY:

The description of function 11 on process computer operation
matrix is incorrect. Says: EDIT CORE ANALYSIS LOG. Shou1d-
describe: [Fuel] "Preconditioning Interim Operating Management
Recommendations". (B202)

RZSPONSZ: Immediate changeout of the function 22 label is not required as
operators do not use this program. The program is used by the plant technical
staff arith specific procedures. The label vill be upgraded by the first refueling
outage, as this is a special procurement item. The vhole labeling matrix nil

". need to be re-engraved to corr'ect the function'22 description.
C



HOMAN ENGINEERING OEFICIENCY FINOING

NRC NO. 0-6.98 WPPSS NO.

REYIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-601 - The AOS NanuaI Initiation Switch Armed annunciators do
not identify divisions I and II. (8321)

RESPONSE: Division nomencEature is divisions 1 and 2. ADS Manual initiation
Suritch Armed Annunciators are located over their associated su<itches. These
are on Mo separate alarm panels Eocated approximately six feet apart. Eachis grouped arith its respective divisionaE alarms and arith the BG 1.47 out-of'-
service status Eights for ADS 1 and 2. These are veEE EabeEed as Divisions 1 and ~

2. The prospect of'onfusing the ADS aEarms for each other is considered
negligible due to their physical sepmation and associated alarms and displays.
No action is required.

,
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-6.99 MPPSS NO.

REYIEMER. RESPOND 8Y:

P-601 - RHR System I Actuated annunciator should be RHR Division
I Actuated; the same HED applies to RHR

Division II. (8323)

RESPONSE: The annunciator alarms noted above, A2.1-C and A4.1-2, have been
zmorded to be move definitive to the operator. Nev taozding z'eads:-

LPCI B/C
ACTUATED,

LPCI A
ACTUATED

(old Div. 2) (old Div.1)



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFI CI EH CY FINDING

NRC NO. D-6.100 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY.

P-601 - Labelling on the Local/Remote Mode switch is unclear:
Local means panel in diesel generator room. Remote means
control room. (8307)

RESPONSE: Panel svitches on P602 (2 mitch), P800 (2 earitches), P822

(2 mitch), and P827 (2 mitch) use the terms remote/local on their
escutcheons. Temporary labels specifying control room nn',ll be applied.
Permanent escutcheon m',ll be installed by the first refueling ou5zge.





.HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-6.1 01 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-601 - The Isolation Control label does not identify '.vhat
isolation is being reset. Poor labeling. (8320)

RESPONSE: Nev Reset pushbutton labels haue been instaEEed which read
"Zsolation Logic A and B" and"I'solatiori Logic C and D" instead of simply
"I'solation." This vording corresponds to the four isolation trip svitches,.
i.e., "Manual I'soEation Logic A (B, G'r D)." The label teim "Hanual" uriZZ
be changed to 'MI'V"by use of tempor~ labels poor to fuel Eoad.
Permanent labeEs v ZE be installed on the tmp stitches poor to conrnerciaZ
oper'ati on.



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. n-6.102 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-001 - The RPV level meter has an. incorrect label. (B607)

RESPONSE: A neo ZabeZ has been instaZZed tuhich reads "RPV LEVEL" rather than
the originaZ "NVC'CR LEVEL." The nm ZabeZ is consistent in terminoZogp
arit its respective ZabeZ in the controZ room.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-6.103 MPPSS NO

REVIEMER: RESPOND BY:

P-840 - Label is misspelled.—"Grand" should be "Gland." (Bill)

RESPONSE: A nm krbel has been instated to correct the above misspelling.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. 0-6.104 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY.:

P-820, P-840 - Component labels for the Containment Instrument
Air systems A and 8 are not identical. (8114)

BESPONSE: Nev labels have been installed on all components. Hording and
2escz zption Zapouts ase nzes amenti caZ





HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING'G

NRC NO. D-6.105 WPPSS NO.

REYIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-603 - The position letters on the joy stick labels are not

placed consistently. (B402) „

P

2KSPCNSE: The sequence of positions, is not unique to the WP-2 plant. The
same sequence and type of can'tch aze found on a numbez of GE-BUR plants. This
is a nucleaz steam suppliez design; therefore, this change ifmade should be a
generic change by the suppliez'. A lettez fzom the 'Supply System to GE has
been pzocessed zequesting GE to investigate this issue. Resolution, ifzequized,
and schedule for correction @ril be noted in the Supply System's finaL zepozt.





HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO.

REVIEWER:

D-8.36 WPPSS NO.

RESPOND BY:

P-601 - There is an inconsistent left/right, top/bottom arrange-
ment. RHR-C is on the left, RHR-8 is on the right. RHR pump
over load, annunciators are reversed with 8 left and C right.
RHR pump trip, annunciators have 8 on top and C on bottom. RHR
system label says RHR 8/C System, but C group is on the left and
8 group is on the right. (8309)

RESPONSE: A net namepEate (RHR C/B SYSTEM) is being ordezed and ruiEE be instaEled
upon receipt. The RHR annunciator drops uiEE not be changed per rationaE given
in E-3.67. The arzangement of RHR-C, B and A systems must be reviewed as a vhole.
ElectricaE divisionaE separation design zequizements pEaces RHR-A on the right
side of P602 and RHR-B and C to the left side of'602. The present arrangement
of'HR-C, B, A is a reverse sequence, but better than mixed as B, C, A. RHR-C
and RHR-B have been individuaEEy demarcated and subhiez'archy labels applied to
sepaz'ate the two systems. The hierarchy EabeE uiEE be changed prior to fuel
Eoad from RHR-B/C to zead RHR-C/B, consistent mth the'ontroZ and display layout
arrangement. Rearrangement of'he annunciator alarms toould not impz'ove operatoz
response to any meaningful existent. The ttoo alarms are located adJ'acent to each
other, are descritiveEy veEE EabeEed as either RHR-B or C, and are not pz'esentEy
intermixed uith other RHR-B or C alcums. The opez'atoz is trained to zespond to
and read an illuminated alar'm. The exact pEacement of'he alarm in this ilEuminated
state is irr espective of his r esponse. Snapping of the tm annunciator alarms
is not required.
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HOGAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDIHG

NRC HO. D-8. 37 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-820 - In the proposed arrangement of annunciator board S1, RCC
water annunciators for System A are above those for B and spray
pond A annunciators are to the left of those for B, which is
inconsistent. (8221)

BESPONSZ: Khan separate systems are referred to in the above NRG'omment. The
ROC alarms are alE one system arit subcomponents (a, b, c). These aze aEZ
located in the fizst vertical column of alarm paneE 82. The Service Vater (SV)
alarms aEE belong to one system, SV-8 system. The SV-8 alarms are aEE Eocated
in the second and third verticaE coEumns of alarm PaneE 82. PEant design
zequirements specify zedundant monitoring of both spray ponds (A and 8),
division 2 alarms foz'V-A system on Panel P840 and division 2 alarms foz'V-8
system on Panel P820. The annunciator alarm arrangement for the taro service
crater systems are identicaE. As is, alarm Panel 82 provides excellent alarm
grouping by system and is identicaE in arrangement to alarm Panel AS or P840
for SV-A alarms. The arrangement is consistent. Relignment of either of the
Wo systems is not required
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-8. 38 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER; RESPOND BY:

P-840 - The lower level on vertical meters for System A is not
identical with RFW system 8 meters. The System A meters should
be identical with the System 8 meters. (8108)

zZygpgyyy: A project design change has been initiated to regroup the meters
onto tzaz gzovping oy three and five mete.rs, respectively, f'r each system
The thzee meters m ZE contain turbine steam par'ameters, the five meters uriEE
contain turbine oiE system parameters. I'n addition, the five-meter grouping
eras divided into 5m subgrouped, turbine oil and oil fiEtez parameters, by
gz'oup labeling techniques. The rearrangement and net Legend plates tuiEE be
completed and instaEEed before commercial oyez'ation.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. 0-8.39 HPPSS NO.

REYIEMER: RESPOND BY:

P-603 - There is mirror imaging of SRH and IRN detector
position. (8405)

RESPONSE: The SBM and IBM detector position control is used d~ng zeactor
star'tup and at shutdonm. Above about S% paver, aEE detectors m'e "out" and
the povez is tuzmed off to the positionez controLs. The positionez'aneE is
functionally used fmm top-to-bottom, not side-to-side. ~ng star'tup, the
four'BMs (top fouz controls) aze fizst vithdrcuun, then follcnoed by the IBMs.
These can be nrithdzcaun individualEy or as a bEock dependent on the operatoz's
discz'etion. Nozmrally, the SRMs nn'll be mthdz'cmm as a bEock. The left-to-
mght mizrez image has little affect on the functional use of these contr'ols.
Also, the center tun zoos aze status Eights only and mlE not'nitiate oz defeat
any action ifinadvez'tently depz'essed. No action is required.



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. , 0-8.40 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-811, P-827 - There are sets of 6 meters in a row without space
or demarcation. (8501)

RESPONSE: These meter s monitor specific parameters of the SGT filter units:
filtez Unit A on Panel P827 and filter Unit B on P822. Each set of six meters
monitor a specific parameter within the same filtez unit. The meters have
been rearz'anged to place them in sequence from filter unit inlet to filter
unit outlet to impzove the opezator's zecognition of the filter units design and
layout. The l'egend plates vere grouped to provide visibility as to zelationship
between displays and to form four subgroups by combining sevezal similar plates
into one.

Keeping the meters grouped facilitates the operator 's ability to review the
filter as a vhole unit and to recognize potential problems swithin the unit.
Vith subgrouping created by use of combing label plates, no further change is

, warranted.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-8. 41 MPPSS NO.

REVIE>lER: RESPOND BY:

P-811, P-827 - There are sets of 7 Bailey controllers in a row
without space or demarcation. (These will be re-arranged when
Hp level and Op level recorders are installed to replace 2that are not used). (8502)

RESPONSE: Zom contzeZZers on each panel has been deleted. The 2emaining
contzoZZe2s have been sepmated to aZign them uith theiz respective displays
(meter and recorder's). No fm'thea action zequiz'ed.





HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

~ NRC NO. 0-8.42 HPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-814 - There are 2 rows of 13 meters each without space or
demarcation. (B503)

RESPONSE: These meters monitor ~eEE temperature at various locations and
elevations. The meters have been zesequenced to change them by cbpveEE
eEevation fzom top (Eeft) to bottom (mght).

AEE meters have the same scale, thus the operatozs can nore visuaEEy scan acmss
them to obtain a temperatuz'e profile and spot excessive temperature az'eas.
They vez'e also subgrouped by &yueEE location. Rather than separate legend
plates foz each meter, subgzouping of the meters into six subgroups vas provided
by combining legend plates to common azeas. DvywEE temperature information
on P814 is used in conJ'unction arit the adJ'acent Panel P813 for &yveEE r ecir cula-
tion and cooling control. Vith the above changes and usefulness, of the temper'atuz'e
profile information foz dvytoeEE cooEing contzol, no further action is,z'equized.





HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-8.43 WPPSS NO.

REVIEt(ER: RESPOND BY:

P-800 - This panel has more than 5 diesel generator meters in a
column without a space or demarcation. (8216)

RESPONSE: Vertical legend plates uiEE be attached to subgroup the verticaE
stz'ing of meters into too gzoupings: voltage/amperage displays and misceE-
Eaneous displays. Nm pEates FEZ be instaZEed pz'ioz'o commercial operation.



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. 0-8.44 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-820 - There are more than 5 meters in a row on panel withoUt
spacing or demarcation. (8217)

RESPONSE: Mo sections of Panel P820 have eight and six meters grouped together.
These have been subgrouped by use of demarcation 'Lines and by combining similar
legend plates. See attached dzaruing. Permanent demarcation and legend plates
have been installed. No further action is required.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-8.45 MPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-826 - There is mirror imaging of control room HVAC and
Critical SMGR/HVAC controls on this panel. (8123)

RESPONSE: The contzol zoom HVAC area has fouz matches that'ze mirror imaged.
y ocOv,stinottu different styte unities are ased (J ha-ndted and smail rotary
styLes), one of each on a side. Reorientation mould require panel structural
changes. As is, the controls ar e z'eadily discernable due to the different styEes
and each tun z'eEatabEe controls use the same styEe of sruitch. AEso, the system
has been municked to impzove visibility. No change is rejuiz'ed.

The cortical SVGR/HVAC contzols are. miscellaneous KVAC controls that have been
demm'cated so as not to distmct the operator fzom the contzoE room HVAC system
area of the panel. Zt has six su<itch (four J-handle and tm'mall rotavp styles).
Reoz'ientation auld require panel structural changes. As is, the four fans
use J'-handles and the Mo dampezs use small rotary contzols. Pith the distinctly
different controls and demarcation lines appLied to provide contrast separ'ation
fmm the control zoom HVAC controls, the potential effect of the mirror image
is minimal. No change is required.





HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. 0-9.4 MPPSS NO.

REYIEMER: RESPOND BY:

P-832 - There are many throttling type valve controls for
which there is no indication of valve position. (8506)

RESPONSE: The controls operate heat exchange staztup vents. The contzoEs
throttling capability is not used oz required for these vaEves. The vents are
opened at startup during heat exchanger umvnup and then closed. The valves
~equi~e only a fm seconds to open oz cEose. As is, the contzols are nonsafety
related, take a direct action by the opezatoz to throttle (pressing of the OZZ
button), valve position lights are availabEe to identify pzopez vaEve position
to the operator, and partial opening oz closuz'e nriEE not degrade the system.
Replacement of the sun tches would z'equize cizcuit modi fications and possibly
paneE structuraZ modifications. RepEacement of the snritches is not
z'ecOlwlended o



HUiÃH ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-9. 5 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND 8Y:

P-840 - There is a confusing discrepancy betueen controller
scale and meter scales on the CM Inlet Plenum Level Indicator
and Control 1 er. (8509)

BZSPONSE: New scales for the bazoo CV inlet plenum level indicators and the level
c~troorer sere ordered and alii be installed upon dslioery 2'.be nss scales sill
be the same to provide for cross referencing and consistency and a)ill be in
inches above plenum bottom rather than sea level elevation.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-9.6 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-601 - RCIC Isolation Valve (F063) Annunciator, Warmup Valve
(F076) Annunciator, Isol Valve Vac Break (F086) Annunciator are
more than 10'o the left of valve controls. (B319)

RESPONSE: Electrical system design z'equipments specify separ'ation of division 2
~an 2 ssgnaEs. The shore alarms are aEl RCIC deoesion 2 aEorms and mere lanated
on the cEosest division 2 alum panel to the RCZC system. A reviewer was per-
fomed on the above alecto asceztain theiz opez'ational use.

Vazmup valve (Z067) — Annunciatoz pz'oceduz'es state that this is an "Enfozvna-
tionaE Album, no action zequized.'-'he operator'ay choose to Eeave t'e
vaEve as is oz'o close it, depending on system status.

I'solation valve (Z063) uas deEeted as an annunciatoz alarum and incorporated
'ntothe RCZC division 2 system status monitoring subpaneE as requized by

RG-2.47. This is an infozmationaE display only.

2'solation vaEve vacuum breaker (Z086) alcums vhen automatic closure of the
vaEve is initiated. The operator action is to verify that the valve is cEosed.

The &o remaining, alarms (Z067 and Z086) are color pviovitized as white. These
are not high priority almms (red or amber). Since the above alarms aze infor-
mationaE, of Eon pziozity and zequize no dizect opezatoz zesponse, the present
locations are acceptable.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-g. 7 MPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND 8Y:

P-840 - A string of 2-2-3-3-3 meters»-all labeled Heater Shell
Pressures —have no apparent use to operators. Controls for
these heaters are on back panel T(P-832). Also see Finding
8,47, which noted that the numerical sequence for these heaters
is right to left. (8110)

RESPONSE: Heater shell pressure indicators are used bu the operatozs to monitor
the performance of the fee~ater/condensate system. By monitoring heater
pressure, extraction steam problems, misvalving, and tube leaks concerns can
be discerned prioz'o degradation of the heaters. The pz'essure indicators are
also used as a measure to balance heatez'utlet tempezatures. The "apparent
use to operators" is based on the need to routinely monitoz these indicators
tuithout leaving the primary azea of the control room. As is, the indicators
are located adjacent to the feecibater and condensate system controls. No change
is requized.



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D»9. 8 MPPSS NO.

REYIEMER: RESPOND BY:

P-603 - Controls and displays are criss-crossed for APRH BYPASS

and FLOM UNIT BYPASS systems A and C. (8404)

RESPONSE: The'oy sticks (ZLOV-APBM-2'RM) are physicaEZy Located in a mirror
immage fashion. The operator is located at the center of the paneE, thus
Eending his particulm operation toward the mirror image fashion as compared
to left-right concept. This arrangement is aEso a generic design on GE-BUR
type plants; therefore, any change ifmade shouEd be a generic type by the
nucEear steam supplier. A letter from the Supply System .to GZ has been
processed requesting GZ to investigate this issue. Resolution, if required,
and schedule for,correction uiEE be noted in the SuppEy System's finaE report.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO E-1.32 MPPSS NO. 16.3.1

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

Procedure StorageA,vai'la~bilit, and identification (16.3.1)

a. Procedur'e binder s could be more explicitly labeled,
specifying the constituent procedures by number.

Resoonse: Binders are pr esently labeled by volume number
aan aunCtinn (i.ers AdminiStratiVe PrOCedureS, AbnOrmal
Procedures',
Emergency Procedures, etc.). The need for additional
labeling will be based on operational experience. No
action required.

Comment: This should be addressed in the DCRDR.

b. A table of contents is provided only in the first book of
each volume of procedures.

Response: A controlled procedure index is available
separate from the Plant Procedures Manual for operator
access. The inclusion of a table of contents for the first
book of each volume is an additional operator aid.
Expansion to each book is not necessary. No action
required.

Comment: RED correction or additional justification should
be provided prior to licensing.

c. Distinctive coloring or labeling should be considered for
the emergency, abnormal, and annunciator response procedure
binders.

Response: Resolution will be based on operational
experience and noted in the Final Report.

Comment: Resolution should be provided prior to licensing.

Cont'd next page.
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Cont'd....page 2

NRC NQ. E-l.32 WPPSS NO. 16.3.1

d. Annunciator response procedures are not in a separate
binder.

Response: Resolution will be based on operational
experience and noted in the Final Report.

Ccsssent: Resolution snd correction should be provided
pr>or to iicensing.

RESPONSE:

a. A uniform approach to the identification of binders for procedures & the
the control room has not identifed any shoz'tcomings; therefor'e, no change
is anticipated.

b. A table of contents appeazs in the fizst bindez for each volume (14 volumes).
An overall procedure'ndex, called the Procedure Tz'acking System, is pzesent
in the contr'ol zoom and is segregated by volumes for each kind of proceduze.
Zhe indices now exist in the contr+i room for each volume of the PPN.

Therefore, no change is ariticipated.

c'stincti ve labeling for Volumes 4 and 8, (adnomal, annunciatoz, and
emez'gency procedures) still be accomplished foz the control room to conform
to the z'ecommendations identi fied pzioz'o fuel load. The binder end inserts
nrill be replaced vith inserts having larger Setters and of a different color
from the other manuals.

d. Annunciatoz resPonse pzoceduzes uiZZ be separated in the contml z'oom to
conform to the recommendation identified pzioz to fuel load.



HUMAN ENGINEERENG DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. E-1.33 WPPSS NO. 3.3.l.a

REVIEMER: RESPOND BY:

The main control benchboards deviate from anthropometric
standards in the following respects:

The depth of the apron section is 1.5 inches greater than the
recommended maximum of twenty-eight inches. (3.3.l.a)

Response: No controls are located within the last one and
~one-ha f
inches of the horizontal portion of the benchboard. For those
controls on the vertical portion, an anthropometric review was
completed. The lowest vertical section requires a slight lean
by the 95th percentile man to operate controls. For the 5th
percentile woman, the whole vertical section requires a slight
lean or reach to operate controls. A 5th percentile woman was
located and the degree of comfort and accessibility was judged
adequate. The'individual had no difficulty operating controls
and was comfortable in her reaching. A review of the controls
on the vertical panel sections indicated none of the controls
required frequent oper ator use. Also, for trip switches, the
extra apron distance provides some added protection from
inadvertent operation. No action required.

Comment: all vertical panels associated with benchboards shoold
be rev>owed with operators having a fifth percentile female
reach to verify control operability and to evaluate the
potential for inadvertent actuation of benchboard-mounted
controls. Photographs should be provided.

nBESPONSZ: A z'eviev foz potential ar'eas of inadvertent control opezation uas
performed pez'upply System Finding 13. 3. 7. This z eviev vas pezfozvned uith
one of the concerns being the affect of an operator leaning over'he panels
edge to reach contzols. Resolution and correction scheduLe vere noted

foz'tem"C" in the Supply System April l983 zepoz't and foz items A and B
undez'RC

Finding Z-4. 32 in this r epoz't.

No 5th pez'centile female operator is pzesently employed at VIP-2. The shortest
operator is 5'7", and his functional zeach is gzeatez than that of 0he 5th
pezcentile female. Attached az"e photogzaphs of a 5th pezcentile female at the
bench boards as additional verification of the Supply System's pzevious zesponse.

Heiaht 5'0" uithout shoes, functional zeach 25-1/2". No further action requized.



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-6.106 MPPSS NO.

REVIEMER: RESPOND BY:

P-603 - The IRH Range Bypass joy sticks are not
p laced cons i s tent 1 y. ( 8403)

BZSPONSE: The ZBM bypass J'oy stick ar'e placed in a minor image fashion as
the operator uiZZ be located at the center'etween the Viv. 2 and Div. 2 controls.
This operation mode lends itself thud the mirror image rather than the left-
mght configuration as the operator uiZZ usually be seated at the center of the
panel awhile manipulating the controls during poorer ascension. No adverse
conditions eH st due to this configuration. No action required.



0



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. 0-6.107 MPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-601 - AOS Division nomenclature uses both Arabic and Roman
numerals. Roman numerals should be avoided. (8317)

'BESPONSE: Itching the upgrade of contzol zoom annunciatozs and legend plates,
numerical numbez's fez'e consistently used in place of Roman numez'als. A mlk-
c5mn of the contzol zoom panels tenez'e completed and no Boman numez'als fez'e
found.





HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-6.108 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND 8Y:

All panels - Subsystem/functional grouping labels have line
width to character height ratio greater than 1:10. (8406)

RESPONSE: 2'he nm permanent subsystem function hiercu"chy labele have a
cpu'aeter'eight

to tuidth z'atio of 1:8 iri conformance to the plant eng2'aving standcud and
NlJFEG-0700. 2'nstallation of these labels m'll be completed by fuel load.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-6.109 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-100 - There is no demarcation or color padding around
annunciator control s. (8605)

BZSPOIPSE: Color padding has been installed on panel P200 identical to that
installed on control zoom panels. Demarcation lines teer e not used eithez in the
control zoom or panel P2'00 around annunciator zesponse contzo7s as coloz padding
provided good contzast and natuzal demar'cation.





HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. 0-6.110 MPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPONO BY:

P-001 - Transfer switches are not inclUded within the
demarcation lines of associated controls. (8602)

RESPONSE: Demar'cation lines aze used in four areas. of P002 paneZ. Demarcation
Ziries vere reuised foz three of the areas to encompass'the controls associated
transfer switches. The tzansfez mitch foz the fourth area, control mntch
ROC-V-88, mrs not encompassed. The transfer smitch performs a dual function'for
both the RHR system and RCIC system. Encompassing it uith the RCIC control
couEd be misleading to the operator. The pzime purpose of the RCI'C-V-88 control
demarcation nes to provide contrast fram suzrounding RPR contro7s. The existing
demarcation Kine adequate7y provides this contrast. No further changes ar'
r equipped.



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-6.111 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

On all panels - mimic color coding appears to be inconsistent:
Red —emergency power and emergency flow path Green--normal
power, but secondary flow path Blue--power distribution, but
normal fluid and air flow path. (8408)

I

RESPONSE: A review of the plant coEor code standard vas completed foz consistency.
The use of gzeen for normaE pover is only used fzom the Hain Generatoz to the
pr4nary plant buses. The use of gzeen for internal potoer distribution and secondary
floe paths was found inconsistent and vas z'evised as follows:

Plant l'nterna2 Pceer distribution changed fzom gzeen to dark blue to be
consistent uith the use of dark bEue foz'rimary floe paths.

Secondary Floe Paths changed from gzeen to Eight bEue to pzovide contzast
from dark blue main flees paths.

The term "normaE prier" is a specific component tezmrinology to reflect TG

pceer. Engineering drcmings use this component description and labeling on
drQh76ngs and documents as a formaE titEe; i.e., NORMAL TRANSFORM'R TR-P2. The
term normal is not used in a genez'aE sense. The coloz'oding has been revised
to reflect this change as noted above. Mimicking uiEE be zevised prioz to fueE
load+



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-6.112 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-601 - There are no arrows on RHR-8 mimics to show direction of
flow. (8311)

RZSPONSE: The hNP-2 b1imic Standcud specifies directional curovs on munic lines.
The lines on P802 cu'e tempovmp tape foe operator zeuiev and feedback. Permanent
municking nrill be installed, m'th directional amcnus, pzio~ to fuel load.



e

HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-7. 3 MPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

tloderate glare is present on CRTs. Lowering CRTs as proposed

ll b bl make this worse b'ecause standing or even sitting
operators may need to tilt CRT back for convenien

'
g.ni nt viewin .

(BZO3j

'RESPONSE: Levering of the CRTs uiEE not be implemented. A revise of the tee
black-and-white CRTs foz'lare indicate, that readabiEity is stiEZ adequate foz
temporary functionaE use of the devices'vhere pzesently located..AEso, backup
typers aze located adjacent to the CRTs. Permanent positioning of these CRTs

has been postponed untiE the fiz'st zefueling outage. Presently, the pzefezzed
location is above Panel P603 angled downward about '30 . This mould pzovide
excellent orientation and visibility for the NSSS operatoz'ither from the cwork
location (desk) oz from the P603 control manipuEation az'ea. Siesmic and
structural evaluations are pzesently under wry. Any'eviations fzom the above
un'll be zepozted in the SuppEy System's final zepozt.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-7.4 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER RESPOND BY:

CRT brightness and contrast controls are in a locked compartment

and not available to operators. (8210)

RESPONSE: The key is to be administratively controlled by the Shift Manager.It tuiEE be avaiEabEe in the controE room key locker for.operator availability.





HVHAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. 0-7. 5 ')fPPSS NO

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:,

Characters on CRT displays are produced by 5 x 7 dot matrix, but
readability is still good as only capital letters are used.

( 8204)

RESPONSE: NRC cogent doee not 2'equi>'e a 2'esponee.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-7. 6 MPPSS NO.

REVIEMER: RESPOND BY:

CRT displays are on moveable mounts. Present height is satis-
factory for stand-up operation but requires about a 90 degree
turn from console to view CRTs. CRTs also block STA
line-of-sight to boards. Lowering CRTs will r esult in a

readability problem. Hajor problem is that alarm CRT be visible
from P-603 operating position-this is a,greater than 90 degree
turn for the operator. (8102)

BESPONSE: See SuppEp Spstem response to NBC Zinding D-7.8.



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. 0-7. 7 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

No page total is entered on each page of multipage alarm CRT
display. (B205)

RESPONSE: The alum dispEay on the CRP is not a multipage pz'ogre but consists of'
tzuo-page maximum display. The display is for monitoring z'ecent alcmns.

Pzioz'istoryis on the alazm typez'. The Cps format displays the page number as
the first line of the CK'ispEay and is zeadily visible to the operator. The
operators can manually select either page, and either page nriEE automatically
be displayed ifan alazm input is zeceived oz an aEmm zetuzms to normal. The
addition of a totaE page numbez does not provide the opezetors any additionaE
information for a Mo-page maximum fomnat. No change is z'equired.





HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-7.8 MPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

This CRT is/can be used to ca11 up specific "operator 1ogs" of
up to 15 analog points each. However, a hard copy print of this
CRT. page cannot be obtained. (8103)

EZSPONSE: The above comment is not correct. Hmd copy prints of the "Operator
Logs" are available uith print special log function (operator demandable).
lwo changes me required.



HUMAN ENGINEERINA DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-7.9 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

No instructions for reloading paper and ribbon are attached to
printers. (8211)

RE'SPONSE: Papez and gibbon zepEacement is pez forpined by IBC technicians who
aze trained on the equipment. Placement of additional pzocedums in the pzimazp
opez'ating az'ea that az'e not used by the opezatozs is not z'ecommended.
le chanqe is zequized.





HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. 0-4.22 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-601 - There are about 50 throttle control valves with sharp
edged handles and med-high spring tension that must be held "on"
for as long as 2 minutes at a time. An extension handle is
available to reduce effort. Operators think it would be good to
have extension handle permanently attached. (8514)

RESPONSE: A2l thzottle value contzols tuiZl have extension handles installed
by commezcial opezation.





HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO.

REVIEWER:

D-4.23 MPPSS NO.

RESPOND BY:

P-603 - Some Bailey Controllers have small flush pushbuttons
which are hard to operate (e.g, P-603). (B515)

RESPONSE: The pushbuttons ar'e only used when transferring from manual to auto
oz'isa vez'sa. If the pushbuttons vere z'aised up, this should cause a Larger
concern regarding inadvez tent operation and resuZting advezse effects than the
operatoz having troubZe pushing the buttons. In an emergency condition, the
operator may a@mt to mntch the fee~ater control to manuaE from auto, but it has
been pzoven on other BVR plants that Leaving the system in auto is moz'e advan-
tageous than wn'tching to manual. Ther efoze, having flush pushbuttons is seen
as move of a positive condition than a negative one requ&ing modifications.
No action z'equi@ed.





HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-4.24 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-603 - There are several broken pushbuttons on this panel.
(8510)

BESPONSE: The z'od insezt and nrithdrcnu plastic pushbutton tops have broken at the
edges. Nm stuitch tops have been ordered. The snatches are useable as is,
but operators have also been pzovided tuith temporal slipover control heads.
Nev buttons m'll be installed upon delivery.





HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-7.10 MPPSS NO.

REVIEMER: RESPOND BY:

Printout on demand typer is illegible. (B101)

RESPONSE: A r enid of the demand typer'ound a faulty gibbon installed. A new
ribbon vas installed and printout legibility is nor acceptable.



0



HUMAN EHGIHEERINA DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO.

REYIEWER:

D-7.11 WPPSS HO.

RESPOND BY:

The print head covers the first part of the last printed line,
which contains only the alarm time information. The operator
can use the keyboard linefeed key to space up the paper in order
to see. (8206)

RZSPONSE: Opeza&~s use the keybomd Hne feed key as needed. iFo changes
~ me required.



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-7.12 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

Not all annunciator alarms are included in process computer
alarm printout. (8209)

BZSPONSE: By design, only those annunciator alarms used for postanalysis.of
plant performance and pZant adnormaZ transients are required to be available
on the process computer and in the alarm printout. Annunciator alarms are used
for operator immediate information and response; vhereas, the computer is used
for backup information and postanalysis. No changes are required.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY 'FINDING

NRC NO. D-'7. l 3 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

,There is no provision for alarm pr intout by alarm group by
operator request. (8208)

RESPONSE: Operators can demand an alazm printout summa to obtain the status
of present alarms. By selecting the first chmactez of the point I'.D., the
operator can also categorize ales. No changes cue required.





HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING:

NRC NO. 0-7.14 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

Alarm typer/CRT messages do not appear to have one-to-one
correlations with specific annunciator tiles nor contain the
information presented in the illuminated annunciator tile.
(B104) t

SSSPOSSS: 2'he a2azm tgperjggp messages and infozzsation content zzi22 be reviesed
agaznst theiz corresponding annunciator ti2es and made consistent to the esistent
programming space allies. All revisions urill be per foamed by the first refueling
outage.



0



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-8. 31 MPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-840'- Uncertainty exists in the operator 's mind as to whether
label "RFM TURB A OISCH delta P" refers to only Turbine A or to
both turbines. There is no Turbine B Oisch delta P display.
(B109)

RE'SPONSE: The indicator noted above does not relate to either RFV turbine A
or 8 but is used to monitor the /g across the startup flee valve during plant
startup. A nm label vas installed and reads as follows:

ÃATN
STARTUP

VALVE QP

The net label description corresponds tuith the associated valve control label
descriptions. 'o further change required.





HUMAN EHGINEERINCi DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-8. 32 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-601 - Safety Relief Valve Controls have no logical functional
arrangement (e.g., relief setting level or valve type). (8322)

RESPONSE: See Supply System response to NRC Zindina Z-8.48.



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. 0-8.33 WPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-820 - Displays are not arranged logically as temperatures and
pressures are intermixed. Some displays (main steam line
temperatures A B C 0) do not appear to be needed on this panel
and probably belong on panel P-601 with the iMSIY controls. The
Turbine Differential Gap Test and Alarm Units are not used by
operators. (8115)

RESPONSE: Displays are logicalEy arranged and located adjacent to associated
controls. During the NRC tune Audit, much of the demarcation Eines had been
zemoved from P820 due to panel modifications. Nev demarcation has been installed.
This, plus the net labeling, provides good display, grouping and distinction between
dispEays. See Supply System zesponse to NRC Emending D-8.44.

C

As to the location of the Main Steam Line (MSL) tempezatuz'e indicatoz's, see Supply
System response to NRC Zinding Z-8.48. The NSL indicators pzovide tMbine inlet
temperatM'e information to the opezatoz. P820, Turbine Control Panel, is the most
appropriate pEace foz'uch information. No change is z'equized.

Thr tuzbine vibration and differential alarm units on P820 are used by operators.
These units provide (2) specific alarm point identification; uhereas, the associ-
ated annunciator alarms are a generaE trip alarm; (2) annunciator alarm and logic
testing capability by use of "test" pushbuttons on each alarm unit; and (3) display
zeadout seEection capability by use of a toggle oz'otary mitch on the units to
enable the operator to select specific points of information foz monitoring on
dispEays located above the alarm units. P820 is the only turbine control panel in
the control zoom and is the most functional location for the alarm units. No
change is 'equii ed.



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. D-8.34 MPPSS NO.

REVIE>IER: RESPOND BY:

P-820 - The benchboard needs demarcation. (8212)

RESPONSE: Demaz'cation lines on P820 had been tempoz'emily z'emoved due to panel
modifications. 2nstallation of neo demazcation lines has been completed.





HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. 0-8.35 MPPSS NO.

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

P-820 - This panel needs demarcation. (B214)

RZSPONSE: NBC Audit Zinding D-8.34 specifies the same panel needs deme'cation.
Hotwvez', installation of all demazcation lines have nm been completed in the
contz'ol zoom and zemote shutdo~ zoom. No fM'thez'ction is z'equiz'ed.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. E-1. 34 WPPSS NO. 3.3.2.f

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

blost vertical panels have both controls and indicator s mounted
outside of recommended height ranges (see Table 3-2). (3.3.2)
Annunciator response controls are located below lower
recommended height ranges. (3.3.2.f)

Response: Reviews of all vertical panels were performed based
~on requency or operation, need for precision control and
readout, and safety implication of the device. The following
areas were found to be of concern:

Annunciator response controls make up the majority of the lower
guideline concerns. These were reviewed with General Physics
Corp. Human Factors personnel. Most panels have little
available rocm to relocate the controls within anthropometric
limits and, if done, would not be at a consistent height.
Relocation would mix them within control areas, reducing their
visibility and possibly adding to operator confusion. As they

. are, most are consistent in height and location. Color padding
is planned for all annunciator response controls to improve
visibility. No further action required. (3.3.2.f)

Comment: Contro'I shapes and color padding should be identical
to treatment planned for primary operating area annunciator
controls.
See Finding 3.71.

'RESPONSE: Color padding has been installed around all annunciator response-
controls in the contzoE room and remote shutdoum z'oom. Mushz'oom heads ruiEE be
instaEEed on aEE main benchboards acknuuledge contz'ols prior to .fuel load.
Mushroom heads viEE be installed on aEE uerticaE paneEs and remote shutdoum room
panels bp the first refueling outage.





HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. E-3. 65 MPPSS NO. 14.3.14

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

The divided alarm windows (previously mentioned as being
difficult to r ead) are also too small to command attention in
such a large control room. (14.3.14)

Response: Ilertical panels alarm windows are split windows
p~esentTy using 0. 125-inch character heights with a maximum at
six lines of description. New specifications call 'or a
0.187-inch character height using a maximum of four lines of
description. P601, P602, and P603 benchboards windows are
single windows using 0.187-inch character heights. These «re
being increased to a 0.25-inch character height. Potential for
increasing the 0.187-inch character height for the split windows
on P800, P820, and P840 benchboards is presently under review.
New windows will be installed prior to fuel load. Along uith
improved uording and items 14.3.4 and 14.3.5, above, no further
action 'is required.

Comment: The response does not answer the detectability
criier> a.

BESPONSE: Each spHt lense is 1.625 inches high by 3.00 inches vide. Baaed on
these measurements, the detectabiEity distance of the Hght alarm is 84 feet and
68 feet, zespectively, based on the above dimensions. This is veil vithin the
z'ange of the zespective paneLs operatoz vork station and the senioz operator 's
vozk station. Also, the half-size Eenses have haEf'he also vindov area of the
single-Eense vindovs, yet the same number of instaEEed Eamps, tvo. The vindovs
ar', therefor, b~ghter and have highez contrast fzom surrounding unEight alarms,
and the flashing almm is visualEy distinctive from surrounding steady-state
iEEMninated-almms. General Physics Corporation has zevieved the split alarms
for contrast detectabiHty and found no problem disc~inating alazming, stead-on
and steady-off annunciator s. No changes are required.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. E-3.66 WPPSS NO. 14.3.1

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

The following aspects of annunciator window grouping could be
improved: (14.3.1)

Panel 601 The division between the leak detection and RHR 8/C
alarms on box A2 could be more logically defined.

The leak detection Division II alarms are divided
between bo'xes A2 and A12.

"RHR PUMP 8 ROOM WATER LEVEL HIGH" panel 601-A2 window
2-8 should be moved to a position adjacent to the other
RHR 8/C alarms.

RCIC alarms "RCIC TO RHR 8 STEAM TRAP HIGH LEVEL" and
"RCIC TO RHR AB STEAN TRAP HIGH LEVEL," panel 601-A2
windows 5-3 and 6-3 should be moved with the other RCIC
alarms. RCIC alarm 602-A4 window 4-1 is also out of
place.

Response: Leak detection and RHR 8/C alarms have been grouped
Sy system to the extent panel configuration and space allowed.
Further rearrangement would not enhance group recognition
sufficiently to be cost effective. No action required.

System alarms, such as RHR, ADS, and LPCS, are of primary
importance, and emphasis was placed on their location adjacent to
related system controls. Leak detection alarms were considered
secondary in importance and were grouped to the extent available
space allowed. No action required.

Resolution as to the location for window A2-2.8 will be noted in
the Final Report.

RCIC to RHR steam trap alarms were located on A2 and A4 per
Operations request. Tnese alarms could be grouped with either
system, but operators related them to the steam condensing mode of
RHR. No action required.

Consrent: gesoiution should be provided prior to licensing.

RZSPOIPSE: Annunciatozs dzop A2-2.8 uiEE be moved fzom its nzesent position to
A2-2.7. "The dzop which pzesentEy resides at A2-2.7 uiEE be moved to A2-2.8.
This smp ariEl be accompEished by the fizst fueEing outage.



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. E-3.67 MPPSS NO. 14.3.2

REYIEWER: RESPOND 8Y:

The RHR alarms for system A are not located in a similar
arrangement to those for system 8. (14.3.2)

Response: RHR system A and systems 8 and C are powered by
~eeczr>cal Divisions 1 and 2, respectively. RHR systems S and C

share some coo+on trips and unique alarms, while RHR A system
shares some commn trips and alarms with the LPCS system.
Differences between the systems make similar arrangements
impossible. No action required.

Comment: further analysis and possible resolution of this HRD is
needed prior to 'licensing.

RESPONSE: There are 40 ale@ms related to RHR systems A, B, and C. These alake
are gz'ouped by systems in annunciatoz paneEs A4 (RHR-A system) and A2 (RHR-B/C
systems). The Mo annunciator panels az'e not Eocated adjacent to each othez but
physically separated about eight feet apart above each zespective RHR system
contzol az'ea. Of the forty algiers:

7 are unique alarms vith no cross corelation.
5 az'e common alarms for RHR-B/C systems onEy.
4 aze common aloes for RHR-A/LPCS systems onEy

„6 aE ups az'e for RHR-C system only
8 alarms ar'e foz'HR-B system only

20 alazms aze for RHR-A system only

Only six alarms in each system aze common to'aEE thz'ee systems for a total of 28
out of 40. Of the 28 always, six aze presently simiEaz*Ey ar'ranged. Reams'angement
of the zemaining 22 alazms mould not impzove the opez'ator 's response to vaz'z'ant
the cost of changing opezating and surveillance procedures, engraving dz'aurings,
logic diagrams, m'ring dr<mings, and-priz Eine codes. As is, the alcuvns are func-
tionally grouped on Panels A2 and A4. These panels aze physically separ'ated such
that visibiEity is gz'eatez'han the maximum 45 homsontaE viewing angEe fz'om
eithez contmE area. The usefulness of similar gzouping is thus zeduced. RHR-A
system is opezated independently of RHR-B oz C system, and operator attention is
drawn by the annunciator systems iElumination design'." Cr'oss comparison between
systems is not required. No change is z'equired.
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HVMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. E-3. 68 WPPSS NO. 14.3.6

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

The annunciator windows installed at the time of the survey are
difficult to read even when standing directly in front of the
panel. The use of split windows (two annunciators per window)
further ccmpounds this problem. (14.3.6)

Response: Vertical panels alarm windows are split uindows
poresen Ty using 0.125-inch character heights with a maximum of
six lines of description. New specifications call for a
0.187-inch character height using a maximum of four lines of
description. P601, P602, and P603 benchboards windows are
single windows using 0.187-inch character heights. These are
being increased to a 0.25-inch character height. Potential for
increasing the 0.187-inch character height for the split windows
on P800, P820, and P840 benchboards is presently under review.
New windows will be installed prior to fuel load. Along with
improved wording and items 14.3.4 and 14.3.5, above, no further
action is required.

Connmnt: Character height should subtend a minimum visuaI angle
of 15 minutes, or 0.004 x viewing distance. A 0.157 inch
character height results in a maximum viewing distance (for
legibility) of less than 4 feet. Viewing distances will be
greater than that.

BESPONSE: Split un'norms are used in Mo azeas of the contz'ol room, on veztical
panels in back of the control room out of the primary operating area
and on the balance of plant benchboards vithin the primary opezating area. On
vertical panels, existing hele mays are five feet slide. Nominal viewing dhstances
for opez'ators is from midhsle, oz about 30 inches. 0.187-inch chazactez's are
used foz'll ver ticaE panels which provide for a maxhmum vier''ng distance of 47
inches, moz'e than the nominal distance requizements.

On benchboaz'ds P800, P820, and P840, a 0.218-inch chaz'aeter height is used foz
spEit m'ndove which provides a maximum viewing distance of 55 inchee. The distance
from the paneE edge to the annunciatoz* is 30 inches. The opezatoz exclusion azea
at these panels is 4 feet. A nominaE operator position from the paneEs edge is
muhoay or 24 inches. This plus the 30 inches noted above gives 54 inches, oz
nothin the guideHne. I'n actuality, a visuaE check shores excellent readabiHty
fzom as far cary as 10 feet. This is primarhly due to the m'dth-to-height z'atio
of 1:6 used foz the engzavings.

W >embfomds uith single-Eence nrinchms, a character height of 0.25 inches eras
used. This provides foz a ma:eunum viewing distance of about 63 inches. This is
veEE above the nominaE vien',ng distance of 54 inchee noted above for the split
@rindle benchboard. A visuaE check sums excelEent readaMHty fz'om ae far clay
as 12 feet again due to the 1:6 width-to-height zatio used on the engravings.
No changes are required.





HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. E-3.70 NPPSS NO. 14.5.5.2.a

REVIEMER: RESPOND BY:

Control sets should have the same arrangement and relative
location at different work stations. Deviations noted are:
(14.5.5.2. a)

P601

P820

P 840

Arranged on vertical section of benchboard rather than
horizontal area along panel edge. Located on right
side of panel rather than center.

Located on left side of panel rather than center.

Located on right side of panel rather than center, very
close to P820 controls. Operators have responded
erroneously to the opposite panel controls due to their
closeness.

Fire
Panels Sequence of controls for panels 1 and 2 is

"ACK/Test/Reset" instead of "ACK/Reset/Test" as used
throughout the control room. Panel 3 only has "ACK"
and "Test" controls, no "Reset" control exists.

P851 System status monitoring panels S0-1, 2, and 3 are
being deleted due to RG-1.47 redesign. The new SRV
acoustic monitoring system subpanels will replace SO-1
and SO-2. This leaves the Division I and Division II
annunciator panels and associated controls in a
configuration that places the Division I Controls
closer to the Division II Panel than the Division II
Controls and separated by the new acoustic monitoring
system subpanels.

Back
VerticaI
Panels Control locations are generally below anthropometric

limits and are not all consistent in location.

Cont'd next page....
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C NO. E-3.70 WPPSS NO. 14.5.5.2.a

Response:

P601

P820

No horizontal room is available on the front panel edge
to provide for location and arrangement consistency
without affecting panel configuration and control
symmetry. Vertical orientation was selected as the
only plausible alternative without significant
relocation changes.

The existing set was relocated to the horizontal
portion of the paneT and arranged in a vertical
alignment with the Acknowledge Control at the edge of
the panel to allow quick and easy operator access. No

further action required.

A redundant set will be provided due to the length of
the panel to improve visibility of the annunciator
windows from the Acknowledge Control. See attached
control location drawings. A .second test control is
not required. One test pushbutton per panel is
considered adequate. Implementation will be after fuel
load and based on resolution of item 14.5.5. l.a,
above. Implementation schedule will be noted in the
Final Report.

The response controls will be relocated to the
center of the panel, along with the panel edge for
consistency. See attached layout drawing. 8esides
improving alarm visibility, controls far P820 and P840
were placed too close together confusing operators as
to which set of response controls to initiate. The
proposed relocation will improve both annunciator
readability from the Acknowledge Control and avoid
confusion with the P840 controls. Implementation will
be after fuel load and based on resolution of item
14.5.5. l.a, above. Implementation schedule will be
noted in the Final Report.

P840 A redundant set of response controls will be
provided near the RFW systems to increase visibility of
annunciator windows and to increase operator access and
response to RFW alarms from P603 without having to-
leave the P603 area. .See attached layout drawings. A

second test control is not required. One test
pushbutton per panel is considered adequate.
Implementation will be after fuel load and based on
resolution of item 14.5.5. l.a, above. Implementation
schedule will be noted in the Final Report.

Cont'd next page.....
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NO. E-3.70 WPPSS NO. 14.5.5.2.a

Fire
Panels

P851

The controls for panels 1 and 2 will be resequenced to
an "ACK/Reset/Test" sequence prior to fuel load.

Addition of a reset control for panel 3 is not
required. Alarms are supervisory only and not "fire"
alarm trips. Panel 3 presently has an automatic reset
circuit design. Operational experience does not
presently warrant the major circuit changes necessary
to incorporate a manual reset control over the present
automatic system. No action required.

Response controls have been rearranged per the attached
drawing. This provided contrast and grouping
recognition between Oivision I and Oivision II
annunciator panels and response controls. No further
action required.

Sack
Ver tical
Panels See- item (3.3.2.f) for response. (Finding 1.34)

i<tost vertical panels have both controls and indicators
mounted outside of recommended height ranges (see Table
3-2). (3.3.2)

Reviews of all vertical panels were performed based on
frequency of operation, need for precision control and
readout, and safety implication of the device.

See Findin

Coment:

PE01. Redundant set of controls should be installed prior to
licensing.
P820 and 840 should be resolved prior to licensing.
The Fire Control Panels HEO resolution is acceptable.
P85 1 HEO resolution is acceptable.
Sack vertical Panels - see Finding 1.34.
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~ ~NRC NO. E-3.70 WPPSS NO. '|4.5.5.2.a

RESPONSE: There have been numez'ous discussions among engineering, operations,
anZ various pezsonnel zegarding key issues invoEving the annunciato~ system and
associated controZ philosophy. The key issues being discussed are:

Need for a silence pushbutton.
Need foz a Master" silence pushbutton.
Need foz' capability of silencing an auditory alert signal from any set of
controls nrithin the control room.
Degree of success zeEated to the present design change of going to 4 annuncia-
tor tone gz'oups.-

The present. pEan to zesolve these issues is as folly:
The changes as outlined'in E-3. 70 nriEE be impEemented and completed by the end
of the 1st fuel outage.

Operating experience obtained fzom the poorer ascension phase and commercial.
operation to the 1st fuel outage uiZZ shed light on the key issues. It is
felt that the operating experience attained during this period uiEE allot us
to make the correct change one time rather than vaciZlate between a numbez of
alternatives.

The change packages necessary rifi be in place by the 1st fueE outage so the
complete J'ob can be accomplished prior to the startup foZEceing the outage.



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. E-3.71 WPPSS NO. 14.5.5.2.b

REYIEWER: RESPOND BY:

Control coding techniques for easy recognition of controls should
be used. Recommended techniques are color, color shading,
demarcation, and shape. (14.5.5.2.b)

Controls are not distinguishable in shape.

Color coding is inconsistent.

24 controls have black bushbuttons with silver collars.
61 controls have silver pushbuttons with silver collars.
One control has a silver pushbutton with a yellow collar.
The fire control panels use "red" escutcheon plates for the
"ACK" control rather than black, and the shutdown panel P100
has no escutcheon plates.

Response:

Shape: White mushroom heads will be installed prior to fuel
load on Acknowledge Controls on the main benchboards.
Placement of additional mushroom heads on vertical panels will
be based on operational experience and noted in the Final
Report.

Control Color: Silver pushbuttons will be used except for
the Shutdown Panel P100, fire panels, and P851; these will use
black. Locking ring and escutcheon colors will be consistent with
other plant controls. Since the fire panels and P851 form one
panel area ( row) and all controls are consistently black and are
about the only controls on these panels, no conflicts or confusion
is expected. The same rational applies to panel P100. these
corrections will be completed after fuel load and noted in the
Final Report.

Color Padding: To provide contrast and improved visibility, color
padding will be applied around the annunciator response controls
prior to fuel load.

Cont'd next page ....
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NRC'NO. E-3. 71 l<PPSS NO. 14.5.5.2.b

Camnent:

Shape: The use of mushroom heads should be made consistent
throughout the control room prior to licensing.

Control Color: Should be completed prior to licensing.

Color Padding: Acceptable - Should be reviewed and veri ied prior
to licensing.

RESPONSE: Mushroom heads viZZ be instaZled on the main benchboards foz'
ackrumledge contzoZs pm'o fueZ Zoad. The benchboazds vere selected to reduce
the potentiaZ of bZind reaching over the homsontaZ area of the paneZs. I'nstaZZa-
tion on the vertical panels mes defem'ed untiZ the first refueZing outage as
the affect on safety or zeliability on the panels is considered minimal. Also,
see NRC Pinding E-2.34.

Contml Coloz' -See Supply System response to item P-6.226. Zn revim of the
annunciator controls, the three black pushbuttons on Panel P822 and the one
black pushbutton on P820 nriZZ be changed to silver pz'ioz to commez'cial opez'ation.

~ ~

~ ~ ~

~

~ ~

~

The black pushbutton on the Remote Shutdoum panel, fiz'e panels, and P882 ar'
distinctively color padded, are the only pushbuttons on the panel, and are con-
sistent toithin theiz functional area. No change is required on these panels.





HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO; E-4.27 WPPSS NO. 13.3.8

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

The following switches are reportedly difficult to operate:
(13.3.8)

RPS reset switch, panel 603

Absorber train bypass valve control, panel 672

Response: An extension handle was installed on the RPS reset
sw>tch to improve leverage and grip. Changeout of the switch was
not considered p'ractical due to the special internal electrical
separation design of the switch. No replacement is available.
The absorber train bypass valve is a J-style handle keylocked
switch. Its frequency of use is minimal and normally only during
an outage. The valve,has automatic interlocks to close the valveif required. The switch is considered acceptable as is. No
further action required.

Courant: The extension handle was not on the RPS reset switch;
~reso ve prior to licensing.

RZSPONSE: Operators have used this extension handle for thzottEe value controls
thz'oughout the control room. The RPS extension handle uiEE be in pEace prior to
commercial operation as a permanent fixture .upon pzocuzement of net extension
handles pez'upply System zesponse to NBC Finding D-4e22.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. E-4.28 WPPSS NO. 13.3.6

REVIEWER: 'ESPOND BY:

The lowest switches on panels 001, 100, 821, 831, and 832 were
judged to be somewhat difficult to reach. (13.3.6)

Response: Reviews- of all vertical panels were performed based on
frequency of operation, need for precision control and readout,
and safety implication of the device. The following areas were
found to be of'oncern:

a. Remote shutdown panel P001 displays and RCIC turbine
controller were located at a height of eighty-one inches.
Seismic criteria and internal panel congestion prevented
lowering or tilting of the devices. An eight-inch platform
was installed to provide an acceptable balance between the
control/display upper guideline limit and lower control
guideline limit. The lowest switches are now below normal
guidelines, but these are nonprocess controls and, therefore,
deemed as an acceptable tradeoff. One power supply toggle
switch had a guard installed to prevent inadvertent
operation. No further action required.

b. One power supply switch on P100 will be raised to prevent
inadvertent operation prior to fuel load. No further action
required.

Comment: Switches on p821, 831, 832 are not mentioned in the
response. A resolution and implementation schedule should be
submitted pr ior to licensing.

RESPONSE: Each panel vas relieved based on fzequency of opezation, need foz
percision control and z'eadout, and safety implication of the device.

PaneE P822 provides contzols foz the functioning of the Main Steam Leakage Control
System (MSLCS). The bottom tvo rove of svitches (eight) are beEov the recommended
guideEines, fouz't 22 inches and four at 28 inches. The system is normally in a
standby mode. A master control svitch is located vithin the z'ecommended height
guidelines and vould be the normal svitch zequired for activation of the ZS'LCS.

The operator vould only need to scan the position Eamps of the individual svitches
as being aZZ "zed" to verify aZignment. Access to individual controls vouZd onEy
be needed in case of "auto" mo'de failuze 'oz for testing of individual components'.

- 27o zeadout displays are located belov guideline limits and no z'eadout displays
are used in conjunction vith the indiuiduaZ svitches of concern. Ther'e is no
space available to z'aise the svitches higher except to pEace them fouz or more
feet to the right. This vould split the system into tvo separate gz'oupings and
vouEd violate human factoz 'guidelines of system grouping and sequencial arrangement
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NRC NO. E-4.28 .~ ~ !APPSS NO. 13.3.6

As they exist, the controls m'e tueEE grouped and vertically aligned by bleed
lines A, B, C', and D and demarcated to reinfozce the vez'ticaE subsystem
orientation. No change is required

Panel P832 has four san'tches that are Eocated 26 inches fzom the floor. These
san.tches isoEate trap station drip pots associated nn.th the RHR systems. They
normally function automaticaZEy and, except foz maintenance or testing, are not
required foz'ny z'outine or sequential opez'ation. They are required to be in
the control room as a backup to theiz automatic isoEation cizcuits. They are
not used foz precision controE and have no associated zeadouts requiring monitoz-
ing. They are readily visible and are the only controls on the paneE. The
benefits of z'aising the controls vezsus their fzequency'of use and function is
considez ed minimal. iso change is z'equired.

Panel P832 has 9 matches that are located 26 inches from the floor and 26
matches located 32 inches above the fEoor. These matches operate condensate
system hea exchanga vent and dzain valves. These are used during heat exchangez
uxuvtrup during pEant startup. — Once meed up, the valves aze set to theiz'pera-
tional position and lef't. They are not used during pEant opez'ation or during
adnormaE plant conditions. The panel is arranged such that each of the 16 heat
exchangez's has simiEm mrangements and grouping of'ontrols. The panel is
mimicked to provide floe path continuity through the condensate system and each
exchange~. Relocating of the out-of-guideline controEs would effectively disrupt
simiEarity betaken heat exchanger and mimicking. Rearranging the whole paneE
auld require major structural and raring modifications. Based on their
frequency of use, saf'ety impoztant, and impact on the existing grouping similarity
and mimicking, the benefits do not justify the potential costs. po change is
z equir ed.





HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. E-4.29 MPPSS NO. 13.3.1.b

REVIEMER: RESPOND BY:

The sequence of positions of the following switches do not
conform to population stereotypes:

IRM bypass switches, panel 603 ( 13.3. l.b)

Response: Item 13.3.l.b controls are unique and have
distinctive joy-stick style handles. Normal conventions are .

difficult to apply due to switch design. Discussions with the
operators have indicated no convention orientation concerns.
No action required.

Comment: The explanation as to why the current design cannot
Se improved on is not satisfactory. A further review and
discussion of this HED, including possible alternative
solutions, should be provided prior to licensing.

RESPONSE: The sequence of positions is not unique to the VIP-2 plant.
The'ame

sequence and type of suntch is found on a numbez of GE-BUR plants. This is a
nucleaz'team suppliez -design; thezefoze, this change ifmade should be a genemc
change by the suppliez. A lettez'z'om the Supply System to GE has been processed
zequesting GE 'to investigate this issue. Resolution, ifzequized, and schedule
foz coaction urill.be noted'n the Supply System's final zepozt.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. E-4.30 MPPSS NO. 13.3.l.d

REVIEWER: RESPOND 8Y:

The sequence of positions of the following switches do not
, conform" to population stereotypes:

Switches for many valves on panel 832 (open pushbutton on top,
close pushbutton on bottom) ( 13.3.l.d)

Response: item 13.3.1.d uses rectangular styie control
switches with internal hackiighted position indication. This
is a nonsafety Feedwater Heater Vent and Drain panel, which
requires only minor surveillance after startup. The existing
sequence has no precedent with the control room as this switch
style is not used elsewhere. Therefore, the arrangement is
not inconsistent within the WNP-2 design. No action required. ~

RESPONSE: No NRC comment vas noted against this Supply System response. However,
as additional info~ation, NVBEG-0700 Section 6.4.2.2 states that an "VP" control
action should be used for an "open" function and "DOWN" consol action foz a
"close" function. A top (open) to bottom (close) can'.tch cm"angement is consistent
vith this guideline. No changes cue iequA'ed. '



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

E-4.31 MPPSS NO. 13.3.14.b

REYIEWER: RESPOND BY:

The handles of the following switches obscure the respective
pointers or labels when viewed from a normal operating position:

Oval-handled switches on panels 603 and 820. (13.3.14.b)

Response: Items 13.3.14.a and b are oval-handled reset switches,
single action, with spring return to normal. Reset lights to
determine trip and reset condition are located above each switch.
Switch handles are consistent and unique in shape to indicate that
the switch is a reset control. No action required.

Connmnt: On P820, the response description does not match the
switches on the panel and should be resolved prior to licensing.
The oval-handled reset switches on P603 are acceptable.

RESPONSE: Only tm oval handled itches exist on P820. These are the DEH
Reservoir Lcm Zluid Level Lockout Reset saritch and the Anti-Motomnp Lockout
Reset mritch. Each has a Lockout Circuit available indicating lamp located
above the suritch to pzovide visual indication of reset status. The suvitches
are identical to those noted for P603 in style and function. The ear liez
z'esponse description matches the oval handled r'eset suritches. No corrective
action is r'equired for these itches.
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HOMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

E-5.8 MPPSS NO. 24.7.1

REVIEMER: RESPOND BY:

The operator is directed by the scram procedure to verify rod
insertion using the RSCS display (not yet installed), which
consists of a matrix of r ed indicating lights. It is conceivable
that one or more rods not inser ted might not be noticed in a
time-critical, stressful situation if the operator must rely upon
this display. (24.7.1)

Response: The Graphic Display System format provides for quick
~ven >notion of rod insertion. A single Rod insertion
color-filled square will identify all rods in (green) or all rods
not in (red). Also, computer printouts of rod position are
available. No action required.

Consent: The response does not resolve the RED.

BESPONSE: The BSCS unit is nor installed in Panel P603. A revim of the zed LED
incn~cator Lights aith a2L LEDs Light sets perfosrsed Th.e LEDs have good ittvsrina
tion, and thei~ bzight z'ed coloz has excellent contrast fzom the panels dark back-.
ground. A sloth'can of the LEDs takes about ten seconds. The scram procedure
does not ze2y on the opezatoz 's ability to verify zeactoz shutdcen by use of this
one device. Verification of shutdcen is specified by the pz'ocedure by use of
divezse instrumentation; step 3 — vez'ify that pover level is deczeasing by use
of APRM monitozs; and step 4 —verify that all zods are full in by use of the RSCS.
The RSCS unit eras specified, because it is a hard-mired device pceered fz'om an
essential pover soles. Also, operators are tzained not to rely on any one indi-
cation and to doub2e-check alternate instrumentation. The use of the term "vez'ify
at the DISCS conso2e" does not restrict the opezatoz'zom using the GDS or

computez'rintout

as a double check to the DISCS unit. To preclude the concern, the sczam
proceduze ui22 be modified prioz to fuel 2oad to allou the opez'atoz to verify rod
inseztion by any of the thz ee methods.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. E-5.11 WPPSS NO. 24.4.5

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

Steps I.2 of PPM 5.1.3 and E.2 of PPM 5.3.1 direct the operator to
prevent ADS actuation by repeatedly pressing the timer reset
buttons. No indication is available to the operator by which he
can verify that the logic has been reset. (24.4.5)

Response: Emergency procedures have been modified to read "reset
every ninety seconds" to qualify the term "repeatedly.u Need for
further action will be based on operational training and simulator
experience. No further action required at this tine.

Convent: The response does not address the question of
verif>cation that reset has been accomplished.

BZSPONSE: As the operators activate the "zeset" pushbuttons, "ADS LOGIC A

(B, C, D) INITIATED"annunciatoz alarms uiZZ clear. These four alarms (tee for
each z'eset contzoL) aie located above theiz zespective ADS systems for cEear
visibiEitp. During adnormaZ opez'ation when inhibiting system activation is
required, the alarms m'll clear as the "z'eeet" controZ is activated then return
to alezt status as the "z'eeet" control is zeEeased, pzoviding the operator'ith
reset indication.

As a long-term upgrade, ADS logic m,ZZ be modified bp oz during the first refueE-
ing outage to include a bypass smitch to enable the opezatoz to inhibit ADS
actuation. The need to verify timer r'eset is not of'oncern here, onEp the
ability to pzevent timez'ime out which vouM result in ADS actuation. The
above modification vill zesolve this concern. ADS system Logic reset prior to
unbppassing the inhibit contzoE can easiLy be checked by the opezatoz verifying
that the ADS trip annunciator alarms-have returned to normal.





HUNAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. E-5.51 WPPSS NO. 10.3.4

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

Indicators and recorders should be scaled in units which directly
relate to system operation. The following inconsistencies were
noted: ( 10.3.4)

a. The containment instrument air differential pressure indicator
on panel 840 is scaled in psig r ather than psid.

b. The circulating water plenum level indicators on panel 840 are
scaled in feet elevation (referenced to sea level). A level
referenced to the bottom of the plenum would be preferred ( as
on the spray pond pit level indicators).

c. LPRM indicators in the four rod display on panel 603 are
scaled in "~ heat flux." Usually, these indicators are
actually scaled in watts/cm2.

d. The SLC tank "level" indicator on panel 603 is scaled in
"gallons" (volume).

e. Some feedwater heater shell pressure indicators on panel 840
are scaled in psig, while others are scaled to psia.

.f. The condenser vacuum indicators on panel 820 are scaled in
"in. Hg absolute;" whereas, alarm points and action levels
relative to condenser vacuum are normally specified in "in. Hg

vacuum."

g. The recombiner differential pressure indications on

panel 672 are scaled in "inches." The labels should more
correctly specify "inches H20."

h. The tower makeup flow recorder on panel 824 is scaled in
percent. Indication of the actual flow, in gallons per
minute, may be more useful.

Cont'd next page ....
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RC NO. E-5. 51 HPPSS NO. 10.3.4

Response: Item 10.3.4.a is a pressure display. The legend plate
worwu>ng " P"'s incorrect and will be corrected prior to fuel
load. Items 10.3.4.b, f, g, and h will be corrected prior to fuel
load. Item ( 5) is correct as is. Low and high pr essure feedwater
heaters have different pressure range requirements. The "PSIA"

indicators are grouped apart from the "PSIG" indicators such that
display conflict should be minimal. Resolution to items 10.3.4.c
and d will be noted in the Final Report.

Comment: Items c and d should be resolved and corrected prior to
~icensing. Items a, b, e, f, g, h are acceptable but should be

verified prior to licensing.

0

RESPONSE: I'tern c - The fouz'-z'od ARM flux scaEes m'e ident" fied as "I Heat ZEuz"
arit a 0-X25 scaEe r'ange. The use of watts/cm2 suggests definitive vaEues can
be appEied. In actuality, these metezs are only used as a comparison of'eat f'Eux
around a red selected foz movement. Specific vaLues cue not required by proce-
dur'es nor is specific data zecozding pezforvned. Theze are no specific actions or
limits identified with these metezs, and the use of vattsjcm2 as a specific value
is highly dependent on fzequent calibration. The use of the term "5 Heat Flue"
is move descriptive of the functionaE use of these indicators. No action zequized.

I'tern d - The use of gaEEons foz the SEC storage tank enables the operator to
quickEy verify that adequate amounts of boran have been injected into the reactor
dung plant adnozmaE conditions and to'monitor subsequent batches urithout
convezsion tables if required. The distinction between the use of gaLlons versus
inches for Eevel is inconsequential in this application. No changes ar e zequired.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. E-5.52 WPPSS NO. 24.4.1

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

RHR and LPCS pump discharge pressures are not instrumented.
(24.4.1)

Response: Emergency procedures for WNP-2 do not require RHR and
~LP S pump discharge pressure displays. Po action required.

Comment: This item should be addressed as part of the DCROR Task
~na ys>s.

RESPONSE: RHR and LPCS pump discharge pzessuz'es are indicated local lp but not
in the control zoom. This is consistent arit the NSSS design and ZSAR.



HUMAN ENGINEERING OEFICIENCY FINDING

I NRC NO. E-5.53 WPPSS NO. 24.7.6

REVIEWER: RESPONO BY:

There is currently no way of definitely determining when the RHR

shutdown cooling interlock has cleared, other than attempting to
line up the system. A permissive light may be useful in this
application. ( 24.7.6)

Response: RPV pressure recorders, adjacent to the RHR
systems on panel P601, are available to the operator to determine
when pressure is below the inter lock point. Addition of
annunciator alarms or indicating light would not further enhance
the operator's ability to perform. Possible addition of scale set
point additions or color banding will be. reviewed per item 10.3.1
response. (Finding 5.62) No action required.

Comment: This item should be addressed as part of the OCROR task
~ana ysis.

RESPONSE: The RHR shutdoum cooling inter lock cleazs at 238 psig reactor
pressuz'e. The operators aze dizected by the latest scram procedure not to initiate
RHR shutdown cooling mode untiE zeactor pr'essuze reduces to at least 7$ psig.
This is veEE below the intez'lock pzessuz'e setting. The intez Eock is foz equip-
ment protection and is not a specified pzessur e point foz'ny automatic or manual
action by systems or opezator s. Visual ideritification of intez'Eock clearance is
not zequir ed.





HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. E-5.54 WPPSS NO. 10.3.9

I

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

1

1

Labels on recorder scales specifying units of measurement and
labels on controller scales specifying scale multipliers are often
small and difficult to read. (10.3.9)

Response: A review of indicator scales was completed for
reaa~eiTity. In generaI, font size variations did not prove
distracting and existing font size appeared adequate for
visibility. No action required.

Comment: Font sizes should be checked against the readability
~wdeKnes of Section 6.5.1.3 of NUREG-0700.

s

RESPONSE: A nominal sieving distance of 80 inches viEE be used as the criteria
for the reviev of font sizes. Based on NUB'-0700, this defines a r'equired 0.2M
character height minimwn. Smaller zecozders (one, tvo, and three pen) use pen
color/description labeEs foz noting the above parameters. See NRC Audit Finding
D-S. 50. These pzesentEy meet the above czitez'ia. AZE scale unit of measuz'ements
and multipliers vilE be brought into conformrance by the fiz'st z'efueling outage.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. E-5.55 WPPSS NO. 10.3.18

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

Nonstandard numerical progressions were noted on many
instruments. (10.3.18)

Response: A review was completed of all indicators and recorder
~sce es in the contro1 room. See item 10.3.17 Finding 5.50 For
response. Host of the remaining scales use ma„'or progression
steps of three, with two submajor and twelve minor lines, or are
nonlinear due to hardware design. Readability and extrapolation
were found as adequate on these scales. No further action
required.

Comment: The response does not justify the no further action
decision.

BZSPONSE: Except vhere specific application r'equire nonstandard progr essions
(i.e., phase angle or rind direction are nomaEEp noted in 80 increments),
ale scales viZL be brought into confomnance vith NVREG-0700 guideEines bp the
fir'st refue7ing outage.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. E-5.56 MPPSS NO. 10.3.17

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

Many instruments are scaled with more than the recommended nine
intermediate graduations between numbered divisions. (10.3.17)

Response: A review was completed of all indicator and recorder
scales in the control room. Seventeen scales were found
inadequate and require changeout, and four will be deleted prior
to fuel load. Extrapolation capability and readability were found
adequate on all other scales. No further action requir d.

Comment: The response does not justify the no further action
oec'ls'lon.

RESPONSE: All scales trill be brought into conformance uith NUREG-0700 guideHnes
bp the fizst refueling outage.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. E-5.57 WPPSS NO. 24.6.28

REVIE>lER: RESPOND BY:

The scales of the wide range and fuel zone RPV water level recorders
have greater than the recommended number of graduations between

numbered subdivisions. (24.6.28)

Response: A new fuel zone scale will be installed prior to fuel
~oad. e wide-range scale is acceptable as is. No further action
required.

Coment: The wide-range scale should be corrected prior to iicensing.

RESPONSE: The existin mde range RPV EeueE scale has its maJor muEtipEes in
50-inch units, vith fouz'ubmaJors between maaJors, and one minoz between
submaJors, oz a totaE of 8 gzaduations between maJ'ors. This conforms to
NVBEG-0700 guideZines. No change is required.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. E-5.58 WPPSS NO. 10.3.19

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

Color coding might be used to differentiate scales on dual-range
recorders, such as the turbine-generator temperature recorders on
panel 820. (10.3.19)

Response: Color banding and setpoint identification coding wi'l be
sn>tinted after fuel load when sufficient operational experience has
been obtained. Resolution wi11 be noted in the Final Report.

Comment: The response does not appear to addr ess the HEO.

RESPONSE: CoEor coding is used at VNP-2 to differentiaE scales only vhere scaEe
differentiation is required for the safety and reEiabiEity of the pEant due
to the compEezity of parameter controE. The ZRH/APR~ recorder scaEes use red
and bEack to identify narr~ and inde band rmges. This is a very speci fic and
controEEed appEication. No other appEication is pEanned at PNP-2.





HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. E-5.59 WPPSS NO. 10.3.3

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

Parallax was noted on the following indicators; (10 ~ 3 ~ 3)

RCIC controller, panel 001

Horizontal indicators on panel 800

Lowest row of indicators on panels 820 and 840

Response: An eight-inch platform was installed in front of P001 to
prov>de the operator improved access and visibility to the displays
and controller. Residual par allax on this panel is considered
minimal. Color banding and setpoint additions, as noted in item
10.3.1 (Finding 5e62) response, above, will minimize the parallax on
panels P800, P820, and P840. No further action required.

Comment: Parallax problems need a positive response. Color banding
may not be visible on low-range indicators on P820, 840. Horizontal
indicators on PBOO are acceptable.

RESPONSE: A review ms pezsfozmed of the indicatorss located on P820 and P840.
Indicator design is such that the pointezs aze located at the zsight hand edge
of the scales directXp in 'Line arith the edge of the scale face. Thezse is no
raised distance between the pointers and'scale face. Vith this design, there is
essentially no appar'ent displacement as seen fzsom tee diffezent heights. No
action is requ~rg.d.



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. E-5. 61 WPPSS NO. 1 0.3.11

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

Recorder scale numerals or graduation marks can be obscured by the
recorder pointer in the following instruments: (10.3.11)

Post-accident monitors, panel 601

Recirculation flow recorder, panel 602

Computer trend recorders, panels 602 and 603

Core pressure drop and flow recorder, panel 603

Nuclear instrumentation recorders, panel 603

Hydrogen analyzer recorder, panel 672

Prefilter inlet temperature recorder, panel 672

Absorber outlet flow recorder, panel 672

Dessicant dryer temperature recorders, panel 672

Generator voltage, frequency, and megawatt recorders, panel 800

Differential pressure recorder s, panel 812

Containment pressure, suppression chamber temperature, and
suppression chamber level/pressure recorders, panel 814

Generator temperature recorder, paneI 820

Tower -makeup flow recorder, panel 824

Chlor ine recorders, panel 826

B lowdown flow recorder, panel 840

Cont'd next page ....



Cont'd ..... page 2

NRC NO. E-5. 61 HPPSS NO. 10.3.11

Response: A review was completed of the listed recorders. Those
recorders considered essential (i.e., Post-Accident Monitors) have
backup indicators for monitoring and process con'trol. guick
response readability and/or exactness are not required for the
other recorders. Readabilty is considered adequate on the above
listed recorders. No action requi~ed.

Comment: Response does not justify no action decision.

RZSPONSE: OnEy one r ecozder obscl'es scaEe numez'aEs: the muEtipoint genersator
temperature r'ecorder on P820. Graduation mar'ks az'e all r cadi Ey visible. The
char't paper matches the scale and is zeadiEy readabEe. AEso, this recorder is
not used foz'rocess contmE but for noting deviations fzom normal trends. The
operator focuses on the chart papez'ost often. The graduation marks az'e distinct.
as to major, submajoz, and minor, and ifneeded, diz'ect readings az'e readily
discernable even ifa number is covezed. The pointer mechanically is linked at
the top edge of the scaEe and points dounmard to both lover scales. Shortening
the pointer mould reduce readability between the pointer and the Eever scaEe.
Nar'ruing the pointer nrou'Ld not resolve the concerm. Since the scaEes cue zeada-
bEe as is, the cor'rect chart papez's instaEled, and the prime use of the recorder
is trending, the benefit of modifying the recorder is minimaE as compared to the
manpower'nd potentiaE costs. No action is required" on this,recordez.

AEE other''ecozdezs noted have only theiz gzaduation marks obscured by the pointer.
These ar'e single, duaE, and three-pen recorders uith one pen pez scaEe Linked from
the bottom 'of the scaEe. pointing up. Pointezs on these zecordezs uiEE be modi fied
to impzove scaEe gz'aduation visibility by leering the pointers downward, z'aising
the scaEes, oz' combination thereof. These uiEE be completed by commez*ciaE
oper ati on.
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HUMAiN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. E-5.62 WPPSS NO. 10.3.1

REYIEWER: RESPOND BY:

Indicator scales have generally not been marked or color coded to
indicate normal and abnormal ranges. (10.3.1)

Resoonse: Color banding and trip setpoint additions will be
a~pp sed past fuel load when application guidelines and operationai
experience have been obtained. Resolutions will be noted in the
Final Report.

Comment: Temporary markings should be in place prior to
~icensing, with permonent markings to be based on operational
experience.

RESPONSE: Tempo~~ mcu'kings cue being instaEEed on selected instmerentation
vhez'e thei2'ddition is of value to the operator. Tempozaip makings vilE be

'er'ifiedbased on operational expemence and made permanent by the first refueling
outage.





HUMAN ENGINEERING OEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. E-5.63 WPPSS NO. 11.3.3

REVIEWER: RESPONO BY:

Alarm points and operating limits are not identified on recorder
scales. ( 11.3.3)

Response: See item 10.3. 1 (Finding 5.62) for response.

Color banding and trip setpoint additions will be applied past
fuel load when application guidelines and operational experience
have been obtained. Resolutions will be noted in the Final Report.

Comment: See Finding 5.62 conmmnt.

RESPONSE: See SuppEp'ystem zesponse to $ .62.



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. E-5.66 WPPSS NO. 24.6.29

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

The scale of the HPCS pressure indicator does not conform to
reconeended standards. (24.6.29)

Response: A review was completed of all indicator and recorder
scales in the control room. Seventeen scales were found
inadequate and require changeout, and four will be deleted priorto fuel load. Extrapolation capability and readability were found
adequate on all other scales. No further action required.
(10.3.17)

A review was completed of all indicators and recorder scales in
the control room. See item 10.3.17 for response. 5Most of the
remaining scales use major progression steps of three, with two
submajor and twelve minor lines, or are nonlinear due to hardware
design. Readability and extrapolation were found as adequate on
these scales. No further action required. ( 10.3. 18)

Comment: See findings 5.55 and 5.56.

RESPONSE: The scaZe progressions are in muZtipZes of 300 arith 24 minors
between maJors, or 20 psig per minor. This dispEay is adequateZy readabEe as
not to require nnmediate revision. However, the HPCS pressure indicator scaEe
uriEZ be brought into conformance with NVREG-0700 by the first refueZing
outage per'*esponse to NRC Audit Finding E-5.55, E-5.58, and D-5.38.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. E-5.67 WPPSS NO. 24.7.7

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

The IRM/APRM recorder selector switches incorporate a center "0"
position (off) which appears to have no functional value. While
its existance would not seem to be detrimental to plant oper ation,it remains an unnecessary provision. The utility should,
therefore, consider deleting this function. (24.7.7)

Response: Resolution will be noted in the Final Report.

Comment: Resolution should be accomplished prior to licensing.

RESPONSE: The seEector sm'tches used do not have a bz'eak before make feature.
Therefoze, an intermediate position ups created by the Nuclear Steam Supplier
to ensure the I'RM/APRM oz'BM/RBN signaEs did not inte~ whenever the

recordez'ignalinputs a)ere changed. This is a necessary provision to pz'event ez'zoneous
z'ecordez indications and potentiaE instrument channel Eogic trips. Deletion of
the centez position is not required.





HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. E-5e69 WPPSS NO. 24.4.9

REVIEWER: 'RESPOND BY:

Several steps include, a cautionary statement prescribing RPV

depr essurization below 57 psig unless certain conditions are
satisfied. This value would be difficult to discern using
existing hardwired instruments, since the wide range level
recorders and indicator are scaled in graduations of 20 psig.
( 24.4.9)

Response:, GOS displays and computer per ipherals are available to.
the operator with the required accuracy. Need for further action
will be based on operational training and simulator experience.
No further action required at this time.

Conment: Response does not address the HED. GDS/Computer
~d>sp ays do oot resolve problems of this type.

RESPONSE: Pnergency Procedures viEE be revised to change the $ 7 psig Eimit for
RPV depressurization to 80 psig. This is consistent with the 20 psig graduation
markings on the indicator scale. The procedure vilE be revised prior to RPV
pressurization by nuclear heating.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. E-5.70 MPPSS NO. 24.4.10

REVIEWER: RESPOND B'f:

The following parameter values identified in the task analyses
would„be difficult to discern using installed instrumentation, as

the instrument scales cannot practically be read to the specified
accuse acy: (24.4.10)

1150 gpm HPCS flow (PPM 2.4.4, Step C.8)

200 gpm standby service water flow (PPM 2.4.5, Stpe 0.2)

145 psig RPV pressure (PPM 5.3.4, Step B.l)

RPV pressure 76 psig above suppression chamber pressure (PPM
5.3.5, Step F. 1)

RPV pressure 96 psig above suppression chamber pressure (PPM

5.3.5, Step F.2)

RPV pressure 238 psig above suppression chamber pressure (PPM

5.3.6, Step C.l)

8" reactor power (PPM 5.3.7, Note 1)

Response: GDS displays and computer peripherals are available to
the operator with the required accuracy. Need for further action
will be based on operational training and simulator experience.
No further action required at this time.

Comment: Response does not address the HED. See finding 5.69.

RESPONSE: HPCS, PPM 2.4.4: A pr'ocedure revision provides actions f'or Eess than

7275 gpm or under/over 2250 gpm. These fEov zates aze engineezed vaEues foz

pal!p pwnout and ~nzmum fEold o

ProceduraE quaEifiers such as nEess than ir (rrmz'e than v oz'inot e~ceedis snab

adequate opez'atoz response. AEso, in the design operating mode (MCA), it is
not necess~ foz the opezator to z'espond to indicated fEovs not nor provided

bp the HPCS fEov meter. No action is r'equired.

- - SV PPM 2.4.5: The procedure has been revised to specify 2000 gpm instead
of'00

avm: the meters at P602 have 200 @pm subdivisions. No change is requized

!

foz the meter on P602. However, the service meter fEov metezs at Board A zead

in 5 instead of gpm. These tHEE be co~ected priorto fueE Eoad.



Page 2 (cont'd)

~ ~NRC NO. E-5.70 llPPSS NO. 24.4.10

Vol. 5 Proceduz'es, RPV Pz'essure: In all cases, the referenced proceduz'es specify
an action at a pressuz'e above oz beEcnu the specified pz'essuze and speci fied
pressures are engineez'ed values. RPV pzessuz'e is scaled to 20 psig subdivisions
and suppression ehambez pzessure to 2 psig subdivisions. In procedures 5.3.5
and 5.3.6, the opezatoz is requized to determine the difference between RPV
pressure and suppz'ession chamber pressure before applying the engineez'ed pzoce-
duz'al value. RPV pressure may be taken from the computer digital display or
gzaphic display system ifaccident conditions demand more exact readings than
obtainable fzom the pz'essuze indicator.

Changing indicator scales. is not practical; modifying pressure vaLues in pz'oce-
dures is nonproductive as a z'esult of the arithmetical requizement. The zequired
actions are eonsidezed nrithin the capabilities of the opezatoz using existing
equipment and procedures. Also, procedure revision may be a deviation fzom
emergency procedure guidelines. No action is zequiz'ed.

8% Reaetoz Pomr PPM 5.3.7: Minoz diVisions on meters at P603 are 5%; on back
panels, minor divisions are 7% pceer. This procedure requi~ement is "maintain
puffer above 8% but as Ere as practicable." Front panel (P603) instruments
permit the immediate z'equiz'ement to be satisfied ruith finite control pz'ovided
using back panel indicators. Revising the 8% value may be a deviation from
emez'gency pr ocedure guidelines. No action is r equiz'ed.



HUMAN ENGINEERING DE F IC IEN CY FINDING

NRC NO. E-6.53 WPPSS NO. 7.3.14

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

The WNP-2 standard list of abbreviations for control room labels
does not inc 1ude the following terms: (7.3. 14)

Reactor Building, abbreviated as "QEAC BLDG" and "RB" on panel

602, "REACTOR BLDG" and "REAC BLDG" on panel 812.

Radwaste Building, abbreviated as "RDWST BLDG" on panel 8'l2 and

"RBW BLG" on panel 825.

Scram Discharge Volume, variously abbreviated as "SDV," "SCRAM
OISCH VOL," and "DISCHARGE VOL" on panel 603.

Startup, abbreviated as "SU" on panel 800.

Tower makeup, abbreviated as "TMU" on panel 824.

Response: TMU (Tower Makeup System) and SOV have been added to
~te a reviatinn standard. Others will be added as the need
arises. No further action required.

Corment: Resolution of the balance of this HEO needed prior to
T>cens>ng.

RESPONSE: The abbreviation foz Reactoz BuiEding eras standaz'dized as "RB."
Note the term "Reactor BEdg" is not considez'ed an abbzeviation of the fuEE
team but onEy of the vozd buiEding. The use of "RB" tAzs appEied onEy once,
and then on the paneZ P823 in a Eocation vhere Reactor BEdg" was not used.
"Reactoz'Edg" has been consistentEy used thz'oughout the contzoE room,.

Rachxrste has been consistentEy abbz'eviated "RV" and buiEding "BLDG. " No
abbreviation foz "star tup" exists in the controE room oz is required. A
review of aEE annunciatoz8, legend plates, etc., indicates confozvnance tuith
the pEant abbreviation standar'd. illa fuzthez'ction requiz'ed.
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HOGAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. E-6.113 HPPSS NO. 24.7.4

REVIEHER: RESPOND BY:

PPH 5.2.2 cautions the operator to question the validity of RPV
level indications when elevated drywell temperatures exist in thevicinity of the level instrument reference legs. These
temperatures are indicated on panel 814, sensed by four
temperature elements referenced by number in the procedure. Some
form of distinctive labeling might be beneficial here tofacilitate the identification of the specified indications, as atotal of 46 temperatures are instrumented on panel 814. (24.7.4)

Response: Resolution will be noted in the Final Report based on
operational experience.

Comment: Consideration should be given to placing these
indicators closer to the RFV level indicators.

RESPONSE: The elevated temperature concezn is only appEicable to RPV leveE
instrumentation having reference legs tuith veztical runs nrithin the ~eEE area.
An engineering review of MlP-2 design z'eveaEs no vertical refezence Eegs runs
arithin the ~eEE area. The procedure has been zevised to remove the dryveEE
temperatuz'e monitoring z'eferences. AEso, dryveEE temperature instrumentation
has been relocated on paneE P602, near ECCS contz'ols and level instzumentation,
as a part of human factors and RG-2.87 upgrade. No fuz'thez changes required.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. E-8.46 WPPSS NO. 5.3.15

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

Main steam line temperature indications are not grouped together
on panel 820. (5.3.15)

Response: New group legend plates will be installed prior to fuel
load to improve visibility. Rearrangement of displays is not
required as displays are nonessential for system operation. Nofurther action required.

Comment: Indicators should be relocated to P601 above the i4ISIVcontrofs.

RESPONSE: I't is assumed that the concern is arit inadverant closure of an MSIV
and the use of the temperature instrumentation to analyze the problem. The
use of the Main Steam Line (MSL) tempez'ature indicators is not the most dizect
instrumentation and tuould be misEeading to the opezatoz. I'ndividuaE MSL floe
indicators are located on P608 as part of the RPV level/feedmter contzol system.
Floe is a more positive and fastez indication than tempezatuze foz valve position
problems. Also, the temperature sensozs are physically located b'eileen the MSL
24" equalizing heade~ and turbine stop and contzol vaEves. Thus, steam nrilE feed
back from the other main steam lines via the equalizing headez'ast the tempez'atuz'e
sensor to the turbine. The present placement of the tempezatme sensoz's negates
its use foz'he purpose of M'S2V cEosuz'e diagnostics. The floe elements are
located upstream of the MSI'Vs and are not affected by the equalizing headez upon
valve closuz'e. Moving the MSL temperature indicators to P601 serves no purpose
and is not.required.
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, HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. E-8.47 WPPSS NO. 5.3.16.e

REYIEWER: RESPOND BY:

The feedwater heater pressure indicators on panel 840 are arranged
in. a right-to-left numerical sequence. (5.3.16.e)

Response: Feedwater heater arrangement is presently from high
pressure heaters to low pressure heaters (left to right). This
arrangement is preferred by operations. No action required.

Cnmmerit: (See Finding 9.7).

RESPONSE: Opereator's m'e tz'ained to respond on this system fzom high pressure
to lou pr'essure stages and by the direction of the heatez cascading dz'ain
floe) system. This arrangement (left to zight) is also in agreement vith the
omentation of heatez vent and drain contro2s on P832 (top to bottom). Re-
ar'rangement mould be 'opposite the operators'ormal ray of z'elating to the system
and mould conflict vith the orientation of controls on P882. No changes az'e
z'squiz'ed Also, see NRG'inding D-9.7 for further Supply System zesponse.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. F-1. 36 WPPSS NO. 10.3.2

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

Some glare was evident on the following indicators: (10.3.2)
Upper indicators on panels 001 and 100

Recirculation Controller Meters, panel 602

Top row of indicators on panel 800

Lowest row of indicators on panels 820 and 840

Vibration monitors, panel 840

Upper indicators and controllers on panel 813

Response: Oiffusers will be installed on the lamp fixtures
~re ative to panels p001 and p100 during the first refue1 ingoutage. Glare on the other panels is considered minimal. Nofurther action required.

Comment: Oiffusers at the r emote shutdown panel should beiins a Ted prior to licensing.

RESPONSE: Nffusevs urie be instalEed prior to commevciaE operation. See NRC

Zinding D-2. 30.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. F-3.18 WPPSS NO. 14.5.2.4.a

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

Cleared alarm auditory signals should have a dedicated,
distinctive, .aud'.ble signal which should be of finite duration.
( 14.5.2.4. aI

Response: No duration control exists. To provide duration
~contra for the "Clear t"one, the audio response circuits in each
annunciator control card would need to be modified. This would be
a major change and possibly schedule impacting. An alternative is,.
to mdify,the Reset controls to allow the operator to silence the
"Clear" tone from any set of response controls in the primary
operating area. Resetting the flashing "Clear" light would only
be allowed at the specific panel. Thus, the reset "Clear" circuit
would be identical to the acknowledge "Alert" circuit noted in
item 14.5.3, below. This would provide the operators the added
advantage of consistency of control function and control over the
audible "Clear" tone. Implementation will be after fuel load, and
upon resolution of item 14.5.5.l.a, an Implementation Schedule
will be noted in the Final Report.

Comment: See Finding 3.79 for further information.

BZSPONSZ: The "reset" pushbutton circuit modification noted in Supply System's
response 24.5.2.4.a uiEE be implemented during the first refueHng outage.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. F-3. 72 WPPSS NO. 16.3.5

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

Annunciator Procedures (16.3.5)

a. Nonstandard abbreviations are used in the text of annunciator
procedures.

b. Some nonmenclature inconsistencies are appar ent in the
annunciator procedures.

'c. Aspects of the content of annunciator procedures are not in
ccmpliance with recommended criteria.

Response: Resolution will be noted in the Final Report.

Cement: Procedures should be corrected prior to licensing.

~ ~

~

~
BESPOKE: Annunciatoz procedures nil all be revised prior to fuel load.
Abbreviations, terFFnnology, administrative fomat, and technical content vill be
reviewed for consistency and accuracy to plant design and standards.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. F-3.74 WPPSS NO. 14. 3.1 3

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

Lit annunciator windows are distinguishable from extinguished
ones, but the as-installed amber windows are virtually
indistinguishable from white windows. (14.3.13)

Response: Amber and white windows do not have adequate contrast
~ween >t. Color lamp boots and several types of colored film are
being tried. Resolution will be noted in the Final Report.

Coment: This HED should be resolved prior to licensing.

The use of coEoz'ed boots did not impz'ove the vieibiLity even vith the yeELov fiEm,
and severaE layezs of yeEEov fiEm did not improve it. Several shades of fiEm veze
used. Chartpack No. PF04 orange produced a good amber coEor and contzaeted
acceptabEy against the suzz'ounding vhite pEates.

AEE amber Eenses have been modified vith the nev orange colozed fiEm. General
Physics hae z'evieved the above and has concurred that the change nov provides good
contrast.

Bed. Pantone by Letraset $206A Red

Orange: Chartpack Cat. No. PF04 Orange

BESPONSE: The originaE ambez color vas achieved by use of a yellov sticky back film
behind the annunciator .vindov. SampEe color lamp boots, diffez ent shades of Eense
sticky back color film, and use of solid coEozed Eenses veze tested on control room
paneEe. This incEuded combinations of the above and use of sevezal Eayeze of coloz
fiEm during contrast revieve. The solid colozed Eenses vere rejected as the zed.
and ambez colors vere readily visible and couLd be distzacting for the opez'atozs
vhen focusing on surrounding alarms.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. F-3.76 MPPSS NO. 14.3.7

REYIEMER: RESPOND BY:

The annunciator windows on the fire control panels (although not
evaluated as part of this survey) are extremely difficult to read
due to the small letter size and the low height of some of the
windows. ( 14.3.7)

Response: Resolution will be provided in the Final Report.

Comment: This HED should be resolved prior to licensing.

RESPONSE: The Ecnuest engraved alcum arindoru is 46 inches above the floor. This is
above the minimum display guideline height of 42 inches for verticaE panels. Ztis also less than the 75 upper limit fo2 the visual field of vier. Based on a
nominal viewing distance of 30 inches, .the field of view is 38.2 for a 95th
percentile male Eooking downward. A character height of 0.225" is used with a
rAdth-to-height ratio of about 2:8. This provides a viewing distance of 32 inches
based on a 25-minute maven~ visual angEe. Vindovs use bEack Eetters on vhite
lenses for good contrast. This paneE is used for cEoseup viewing and is provided
tdith a distinctive alarm tone and an illumination flashing system for detectability
and directivity. No changes are required.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. F-3.'77 WPPSS NO. 14.5.4.7

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

The operator should be able to read all the annunciator windows
from the position at the work station where the acknowledgecontrol is located. (14.5.4.7)

Re'sponse: Panels P601, P840, P820, and P800 are not in compliance.
liaa>t>on end .relocation changes of response controls noted in item
14.5.5.2, below, and changes in character heights noted in item
14.3.6 will minimize this concern. Implementation of these
changes will be based on resolution of item 14.5.5.1.a and notedin the Final Report.

Comment: Viewing angle at some viewing distances is less than
on P800, 820, 840, 601, 603. Also see Finding 3.68.

EESPOESE; Addition and retocation of annunciator response controls noted in Finding
E-s. 70 mitt resotoe the cd ncerns at Panets P802, P820, and P840 Se.e E 3. 70 for-
z esolution and implementation "schedule.

Panel P603 is located directly in fzont of the NSSS operatoYsnror'k station from which
duz'ing steady state opez'ation aEE aE um tiEes are readable, even though outside the
minimum viewing distance. See NBC Pinding E-3.68 response. During most of the
panels oper'ational evaEuations, Mo operators aze seated at the paneE center, vher'e
the homsontaE line of sight is 4So oz gzeatez, within NUBEG-0700 guidelines; Hora-
evez', the horizontal viewing angle fzom the annunciatoz acknowledge contzoE is about
30, outside the 4So minimum. This deviation fzom horizontal vieanng angEe is con-
sidez'ed minimal at this panel based on its operationaE evolutions and visibility
from the NSSS operator's toork station.
Panel P800 has left and mght horizontal viewing angEes of about 22 and 42 . Oper'a-
tionaE evolutions on this board are not centz'alised, and not aEE alai'ind's aze
zeadable from the BOP operator 's desk. A z'edundant set of annunciatoz response
contzoEs uiZE be installed on the left side of the panel during the fizst refueling
outage. The 42o horizontal viewing angEe is considered a minimal deviation from
NUBEG-0700 guidelines, and the pzesent set uiEE be 'Left chez'e they are.
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HUMAN EHGINEERIHG DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. F-3.79 WPPSS HO. 14.5.5.l.a

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

Controls should include a separate silence pushbutton for the
"alert" auditory system. Separate alert tone silence controls do
not exist. (14.5.5.l.a) .

Response: Modifying the present control set design to add
separate "silence" controls for the audible "alert" signals does
not appear feasible on the main ECCS, RFW, and T-G panels where
the feature may most be wanted.

Layout changes on these panels would be necessary to provide room,
which would adversely affect system configuration control and
layout. The addition of the silence control to other panels would
cause inconsistency in design and layout and be of little added
value without incorporation on the ECCS, T-G, and R. W panels.

To reduce the potential of inadvertent acknowledging of alarms
while silencing the alert tone, the audio alarm system is being
modified as noted in item 14.5.3. By splitting the audio tone
groups into four areas (P601, P602/P603, P800/P820/P840, and back
panels), the operator is less prone to be focusing outside the
alarms audio group when silencing the alarm.

Resolution as to the adequacy of the existing response control
arrangement, with the added directional tone grouping changes,
will be noted in the Final Report after operational experience is
obtained.

Comment: Resolution should be accomplished prior to licensing.

RESPONSE; See Supp2p System response to E-3. 70.



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. F-3. 80 WPPSS NO. 14.5.5.1.b

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

It should be possible to silence an auditory alert signal from any
set of controls in the primary operating area. (14.5.5.l.b)

Present design does not comply. Only within the tone grouping for
panels does this apply. Silencing between tone groupings does not
exist within the primary operating area.

Response: The Acknowledge Controls will be nmdi fied after fue'l
load to enable the operator to silence any control room "alert"
tone from any acknowledge control in the primary operating area.
Acknowledging from any back vertical panel will only silence the
back vertical panel audible alarm system and not a primary area
alarm. The fire system and computer alarms are to remain separate
and independent. Implementation schedule is based on

the'esolution'ofitem 14.5.5.l.a, above, and will be noted in the
Final Report.

Conmmnt: implementation schedu'les should be proposed and accepted
prror to licensing.

RESPONSE: See Supply System response to E-8. 70.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. F-4.32 WPPSS NO. 13.3.7

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

Switches with projecting handles near the edges of the benchboard
apron sections may be prone to inadvertent actuation. ( 13.3.7)

a.

b:

Two HSIV valve controls on P601 would cause a reduction in
plant output if a vaTve were closed.

Two recirculation pump breaker controls on P602 would cause a
reduction in plant output if a breaker were opened. '

E

Response: Resolution to items 13.3.7.a and b will be deferred
~unti the Fina1 Report.

Comnent: Resolution should be accomplished prior to licensing.

RESPONSE: A three-inch high handrail viZZ be instaZEed in fr'ont of the Isolation
~Contra Speten (1662V) area on Panel P602and ,the handlee on the EeEo reoiroulation
pump breaker svitches on P602 viZZ be changed from a J-siple to an oval s+Ee.
InstalEation viLL be completed prior to fuel Eoad.





HUiWN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. F-4. 34 WPPSS NO. 10.3.12

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

The automatic setpoint scale in Bailey controllers moves up inresponse to a downward movement of the controller thumbwheel andvice versa. (10.3.12)

Response: Resolution will be noted in the Final Report.

Comment: HEO should be corrected prior to licensing.

SSSPOSSS: A review of att'controllers vas compteted A.U setpoint scales move to an
increastnp scale value with ovz upward smvement of the thvmMrheel and visa vezsa.
This conforms to NVREG-0700 guidelines. Scales az'e consistent in design to meter
scales and NURZG-0700 as to loraer values helot and highez values above. The
setpoint deum wheel must z'otate dmnvar'd to expose the high value numbez', because
the pointer bar is fixed on the controller., All controllers conform to good human
factors practices. No action reauired.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. F-4.35 WPPSS NO. 13.3.11

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY: .

Rectangular indicating lights, some of which are also push button
switches, are used on panel 820. No coding or identification
method is provided to distinguish those which are switches from
those which are simple indicating lights. ( 13.3.11)

-Response: A review of the vendor light status and control
displays will be performed prior to fuel load. Resolution will be
noted in the Final Report.

Comrent: Design solution and implementation schedules should be
prepared and approved prior to licensing.

RESPONSE; Providing a coding or identification method to distinguish between push-
button and nonpushbutton indication lights is not necessary. Use of status/push-
button lights is limited in the MP-2 design to speci,ic subpanels vhere operators
have been fully trained on areas of'EH Control, Rod cnorth Minimizer, Rod Sequence
Controller, and SAM/IBM Positioner. Deviations from NVREG-0700 is considered to
have minimal affect on safety and reliability. No changes are required.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. F-4.36 WPPSS NO. 13.3.19

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

Keylock controls are used for the reactor mode switch and the
scram discharge volume high level bypass switch on panel 603.
Prompt activation of these controls may be required during plant
operation, suggesting that keylocks may mot be the most convenient
protective measure in these applications. (13.3.19)

Response: .Resolution nili be noted in the Final Report.

Comnent: Resolution and implen,entation schedules should be
prepared and accepted prior to licensing.

RESPONSE: The mode mritch is required by Plant Technical specifications to be
Locked in the shutdoum position and the key removed. At all other times, the key
rui'Ll be in place for'perator use. No change is required

The Scram hcharge Volume Bypass mitch has sufficient inter lock cir'cuits to void
the need for a keylock mitch in this application. This mitch viH be replaced
during the fir'st refueling outage. Meantime, the key >vill be 'Left in the mitch .

to provide quick accessibility.



HUHAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. F-4.37 WPPSS NO. 13.3.14.c and d

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

The handles of the following switches obscure the respective
pointers or labels when viewed. from a normal operating position:
(13.3.14.c and d)

c: Hain generator exciter field ground test switch, panel 800.

d: Hain generator ground test, field breaker, and voltage
regulator switches, panel 800.

Response: . Items 13.3.14.c and d controls will be reviewed after
operattng experience is obtained. Resolution of these items will
be noted in the Final Report.

Consent: Resolution should be accomplished prior to licensing.

BZSPONSE: The mitch Eegend plates located above the main genes'atom exciter con-
trols uiEE have mitch positions engr'aved along the bottom edge of their labels.
The smitch handles do not

observe

the Eegend pEates so suritch positions uriEE be
z'eadily visible. Labels nriEE be temporarily marked prior to fueZ load and permanent
Eabels viEE be applied prior to commercial operation.



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. F-5.16 WPPSS NO. 24.4.12

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

'

Suppression pool water levels .specified throughout the emergency
procedures are referenced to the bottom of the suppression pool;
whereas, the recorders to be installed on panel 601 will
reportedly be referenced to the normal level and to sea level
(narrow-range and wide-range instruments, respectively). This
convention complicates the evaluation of plant conditions, as the
expressed values must be arithmetically converted to a different
reference. ( 24.4. 12)

f

Response: The wide-range scale wi'I'I reference to the bottom of
the suppression noel. Sea level will not be used. Ro action
required.

RESPONSE: No NBG'omment vas noted against Zinding Z-5. 26. However; vide range
suppression poo7. Eever instmmrentation has been ver'ified as reading from suppression
pool bottom (0 to 60 feet). Sea level e7evation reference is not used on this
instr umentation.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. F-5. 60 WPPSS NO. 10. 3.10

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

Scale 'numbers can be partially obscured by the pointers of the
circular indications found on panels 601, 603, 800, and 820,
(10.3.10)

Response: A review was completed of circular indicators. These
are nonprocess indicators and do not require exactness of reading
for process control. Color banding, to be applied past fuel load,
will enhance operator recognition of normal operating bands where
required. No further action required.

Comment: Color banding should be applied prior to licensing See
~in sng 5.62.

RESPONSE: Temporary coZoz banding an ZZ be instaZZed poor to fueZ Zoad. Permanent
maz'7cings viZZ be based on oper'ationaZ expe~ence and instaZZed by the fi~st refueZing
outage.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. F-5. 68 MPPSS NO. 24.6.24

REVIE'FJER: RESPOND BY:

The condenser vacuum instruments are scaled in in. -Hg abs.;
whereas, low vacuum trips and alarms are generally specified in'in. -Hg vac. (24.6.24)

Response: Resolution will be noted in the Final Report.

Comment: Resolution and correction should be 'accomplished prior
~to >censing.

RESPONSE: 2%e units of measu2'ements on the condenser vacuum indicators on P820
has been changed fmm "in. -Pg abs" to "in/HG vacuuvPpez the HED finding. Action
has been completed.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. F-5.7l WPPSS NO. 24.6.27

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

The scale of the SBGT flow controllers does not correspond to that
of the related flow indicators. (24.6.27)

Response: Resolution will be noted in the Final Report.

Comnent: Resolution and proposed impiementation schedule should
be completed prior to licensing.

RZSPONSE: The SGT flem indicators have been zepSaced with flees recorders having
revised scales.

Controller scaEes: 0-600 (x20) CZN

Recorder'cales: 0-60 (xIOO) CEH

Both scales ave identicaE except for the multipliers. Each has seven majoz's and
nine minos's between majors. No fur the2'ction z'equipped.



"
HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. F-5. 72 MPPSS NO. 6.3.1

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

No standards are in effect governing the color coding of controls
and demarcation lines. (6.3.1)

Response: A separate demarcation guideline has been completed. Aswitch color coding guideline sill be prepared and reviewed
against tne control room prior to the Final Report.

Comsent: Switch color coding guideline should be available and in
use prior to licensing.

~

I
I

RNSPONSZ: A rsuiew of the control room indicates that application of meitch color
codhng has been minimaL Red is used to highlight emergencp trip controts, and
white has been used to provide coritzast to J'-shale contz'ol handles chez'e needed.
Except foz the z'emote shutdown zoom, white has been used foz &o en<itches on Panel
P602. The present use of coloz coding is minimal, and expansion of the above is not
foz'eseen. A coloz standard is not presently needed.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. F-5. 73 WPPSS NO. 6.3.3

.REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

Unique indicating light color codes are utilized on several
vendor-supplied modular panel inserts (Digital Electro Hydraulic
(OEH), rod worth minimizer, reheater controller, and vibration
monitors). These color conventions are sometimes at variance with
those defined by the standard. (6.3.3)

Response: Color code review and upgrading of'endor status light
modutes were deferred until past fuel load. Resolution will be
noted in the Final Report.

Comment: Review and resolution should be completed prior to
~icene>ng.

RESPONSE: A r evicts vas performed of the vendor-supplied modular paneEs.

RVN uses ambez in Mo locations to aEez t the operator to an error selection oz'ut-
of-sequence condition. Red is used to identify faiEure of the RliN unit and a rod
b2ock condition which results from thzee selection errors and prevents anp fuzther
rod puEls. The above color coding by severity appear appz'opriate.

Red is aEso used to identify that the unit. is either in manual or automatic mode.
Auto mode shouEd be white and manual mode ambez.

RSC uses amber and zed to define the LED dispEap mode. The legend "Amber Display
Control" is used tuith the amber coEored smitch'o controE the amber display LED
lights foz zod'selection group status. The Eegend "Red Display Contzol" is used
arit the zed coEozed mitch to control the red disp2ap LED lights for zod position
status. The coloz coding vs. LED Eight co2oz dispEay is ve22 coordinated. The
amber agzees uith the coEor standard. The use of z'ed here is appropziate as it
relates to a pzimary monitoring point. of information required during scrams (a22
rods are fuEl in).
Vibration monitor's on P840/P820 use amber LEDs for aEert and red LEDs foz Hi-Hi trips.
These appear appropriate. Green LEDs are used for -18 volt and -20 voEt pover supply
monitoring status. These should be white.

Reheatez controller colors are a mixture of gzeen, blue, red, and amber colors. Six
pushbutton backlight snatches are mode selector controls and shouEd be tuhite. The
Mo groups of'ouz'ed/gzeen indication 2amps me valve position lights. Theiz'olor
code is consistent nn'th the open/cEose coloz coding scheme for fNP-2. The'ix mode
selector controls tw'll be changed to white.
Correction of the zed RJBI lamp for auto and manual, gzeen vibration unit Eamps and
the zeheatez controller lights to white nriEZ be completed by the fiz'st refueEing
outage as specia2ised lamp covers need to be procured.



HUMAN ENGINEERIHG D)FICIENCY FINDIHG

NRC NO. F-5. 75 WPPSS NO. 11.3.1-

REVIEllER: RESPOND BY:

The printouts of multipoint recorders are difficult to read. The
printed -numerals are small, overlapping, and indistinct. ( 11.3. I)

Response: thultipoint recorders are not used for parameters
requiring process control. Computer monitoring and/or annunciator
alarms're available for points of concern. Upgrade or changeout
of multipoint recorders is not considered cost effective based on
the limited operating 'experience to date. These .vill be
reassessed prior to the Final Report.

Coasrent: HEO should be reassessed prior to licensing.

RESPOND/SE: Hultipoint recorders me basically used for observation of trends or
specific points which m'e showering peculiar characteristics. iso changes are planned
unless operating history dictates a change is necessary. Zn these cases, the
specific application and operator needs -vill be evaluated. Reassessment at this
time does not indicate that upgrading of the multipoint recorders is necessary.
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HUMAN ENGINEERIHG DEFICIEHCY FINDING

NRC NO. F-5. 76 WPPSS NO.
10.3.5

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

Units of measurement are not specified on the following
instrument: (10.3. 5)

RCIC Controller, panel 001.

Resoonse: Resolution as to the RCIC controller uill be noted in
~the anal Report.

Coasnent: HEO should be corrected prior to licensing.

BZSPONSE: Units of measurements (GHl) has been p2aced at the base of the setpoint
demand metes. This 2ocation pzouides constant uisibi2itp to the operator'. No
fuz thee action requi''ed.



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC 'NO. F-6.114 WPPSS NO. 24.6.20

REYIEWER:- RESPOND BY:

The OEH valve controls are labeled "raise" and "lower" instead ofthe preferred "open" and "close." (24.6.20)

Response: This si'l be resolved prior to the Final Report.
Cosssent: Resolve prior to licensing.

RESPONSE: Turbine speed and generator Zoad me contzoZZed by either the thzottle
valves or governor valves, depending on the specific status of the plant. Raise and»
.Eever zefez to speed and load conditions which aze appropriate. The use of TV and
GV refer to the specific valves which per foehn the function. Operators ruiZZ be
speci ficaZZy tzained on the DEH contr'ols prior to staztup. No change is necessary.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. F-6.115 WPPSS NO. 7.3. 31

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

The fonts used for switch escutcheon legends ar'e not consistent.
(7.3.31)

Response: A review of escutcheon fonts was completed for
readabiTity. Baking ring-type escutcheons were found to be
uniform. Control head style escutcheons varied on font size.
Host of the control head escutcheons were easily readable.
Changes will be made based on operational need and review after
fuel load. Resolution will be noted in the Final Report.

Comment: Resolution should be accomplished prior o licensing.

BESPOKE: The font on controL head style escutcheons nil'L be impzoved to ensure
easy readiability. SmalL and/or nonbold character's

thrill

be corrected by
re-engraving oz'scutcheon replacement. Tempor~ labels on escutcheons anil be
replaced mth permanently co~ectly engraved escutcheons. The appropziate
administrative pzoceduz'e still be zevised prior to fuel load to r'equire periodic
cleaning of escutcheon engravinas. Re-engraving and/oz zeplacement of escutcheons
m.ll be completed prior to commez'cial oper'ation.



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. F-6.116 klPPSS NO. 6.3.6

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

Most "reset" buttons are silver, but the RCIC initiation logic
reset button on panel 601 is black. (6.3.6)

Response: Resolution ~ill be noted in the Final Report after a

sswitc s color standard has been prepared.

Comment: See Finding 5.72.

BESPONSE: A reuim of all pushbuttons in the control room indicate the following:
Test Controls: 26 black 27 silver
Beset Controls: 24 black 4 siEvez

Opezatoz s do not recognise oz zeEate to pushbutton colozs except vhere red is used.:.
CoEoz'as no formaE meaning, and the opez'ators are not trained to respond to any
bEack oz silver coEor code. The colozs have been grouped by function and Eocation;
i.e., aEE interlock resets are siluez on P602, all MSI'V test matches are bEack on
P601. The present pushbutton svitches me veEE identi fied as Reset oz'est by

theiz'scutcheonsand legend pEates. As Eong as the controls aze consistent in coEoz
arithin the area of functionaE grouping, the use of'ithez bEack or silver's con-
sidered adequat'e. A review of'ach panel uxw performed for consistent coloz used by
functionaE grouping. Only four pushbutton svitches noted >vere of concern: the
annunciator test button on P840 is black awhile the othez Mo me siEuez'; and P821
has three bEack annunciator pushbutton contzoEs, awhile othez pushbutton controls
mound them me silver. Nm color heads ariEE be ordezed and instaEled upon delivery.

As to NBC Audit Finding:
Z-6.227 — This is the onEy test button on P820. The only othez pushbuttons aze tao
red turbine generator trip itches and the thzee siluez annunciator control response
con~rois. Thez'e is no inconsistency urithin this paneE. No cozzective action is
requir ed.

Z-6.226 — The BCI'C functional mea on P602 has nine pushbuttons: three zed inituz-
tion and trip pushbuttons, taro siluez test buttons, and four zeset buttons (one
bEack and three silver). This control is not consistent in color in this mea.
However, in this appEication, contr'ast is actualEy a FIuman Factor Enhancement. This
particulm mi~ch resets the RCIC trip Logic. I't twas specificaEly located baleen
the RCIC Initiation and the Turbine trip sr@itches to improve visibiEity and grouping
of these stitches. This section of the panel contains numerous siluez coEored
contzols. Being bEack, it affords the operator the ability to quickEy respond to an
inadvez'tent oz.'nwanted BCI'C tzip by focusing in, an. the one black pushbutton in this
functional area. No chmge is reauii ed.





HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. F-6.117 WPPSS NO. 6.3.7

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

Most "test" pushbuttons are black, but the standby OEH pump test
button on panel 820 is silver. (6.3.7)

Response: Resolution will be noted in the Final Report after a
switch color standard has been prepared.

Cement: See Finding 5.72.

RESPONSE: See response tv Z-6.116, above. No change is required.



HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. F-8.48 WPPSS NO. 5.3.16.a

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

SRV controls on panel 602 are arranged in columns rather than,
rows. Valves "U" and "V" are out of sequence on 'the ver tical
section of the panel. ( 5.3. 16. a)

Response: Rearrangement of SRY controls bas been deierred until
past:rue1 load. Resolution will be based on operationai and
simulator experience and noted in, the Final Report;

Co+rent: Resolution should be'accomplished prior to licensing.
In adaition, the seven ADS valves should be distinctively coded.
( e.g. demarc ation, col or padding. )

~ g

RESPONSE: Rear'rangement of the SRV controls urill not be implemented. The present
ar'rangement conforms to emergency pzocedure requirements. The procedur'es call out
sequential opening of the valves star'ting mth MS-RV-SB and then 3D, GC, 4D, 4B, 4A,
and 4G'. This sequence is left-to-right and top-to-bottom arith the pzesent arrange-
ment. Reazzangement by alpha-numeric sequence auld mu; up the opezational sequenc-
ing. No change is 'zequized.

The labels on aLl ADS valves have presently engraved the abbr'eviation ADS
foz'isibility.A 1/8-inch r'ed coloz stzip inning the full length of the top of'he

legend plate uril'L be also installed on each ADS labeL pzioz to fuel load for*
distinctive coding.
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HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC 'NO. F-8. 50 WPPSS NO. 5.3.16. k

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

The spray pond "A" temperature indication is placed to the right
of the "B" indication on panel 820. (5.3.16.k)

Response: Spray pond temperatures and levels will be resequenced.
'Schedule for correction will be noted in the Final Report.

Comnent: Implementation schedule should be proposed and accepted
prior to licensing.

BESPONSE: Panel P820 spray pond temperature and Level indicator's trill be z'esequenoe
to 7oeate spray pond A indicators to the Eeft o~ spray pond B indicato2s by the
first refueling outage.
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HUINN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY'INDING

NRC NO. F-8. 51 WPPSS NO. 5.3.17

REVIEWER: RESPOND BY:

The relative positions of the "open" and "closed". valve position
indicating lights on panel 832 (and some on panel 813) are the
reverse of those on all other panels. (5.3.17)

l

Response: Indicating position lights on P813 will be corrected
prsor to Pue1 load.

P832 is a.nonsafety panel (feedwater heater vent and drains).
Correction of, the indicating lamps has been deferred until the
first refueling outage.

Comment: P832 should be correctea prior to licensing. 'I
e

RESPONSE: „The indicating Lamps are coloz'oded and labeled "cEose" oz'open." 'The
ffac~ t at the pcnet is a nonsafety panes, not frequentlu usednot ,required to
mitigate an adnozmztE event, is pz'oper Ey color coded and has engraved open/close
Eegends on the lenses and is a distinctive stitch not used elsewhere in the contzoE
room, should minimise the effect of the reverse Eight sequence. lFo changes az'e
r squiz eds





HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCY FINDING

NRC NO. F-8. 52 MPPSS NO. 5.3.21

REVIEMER: . RESPOND BY:
~ I

h

Undifferentiated or only partially differentiated strings or
matrices of components were noted in the following locations:
(5.3.21)

Panel 601: HPCS indicators. =SRV controls. Isolation valve
controls.

Panel 603: Standby Liquid Control (SLC) system indicating
lights.

Panel 800: Indicators on vertical section.

Panel 811/827: Indicators and control 1 ers.

,

Panel

Panel

814:

820:

Panel 813: Containment vacuum breaker controls.

Drywell temperature indicators.

Turbine auxiliaries indicators. Steam Jet Air
Ejector (SJAE) indicators. Turbine dr ain valve
controls. Reheater controls. Evaporator
controls.

Panel 832: 'ontrol Switches.

Panel 840: Reactor Feedwater Pump Turbine (RFPT) indicator s.

I

Response:

Panel 601: Appl ication of new labels, color padding, and
demarcation as pr esently defined, and
rearrangement of the SRVs as noted in item
5.3. 16. a, above, w i 1 1 min imize the
undifferentiated effect. No further action
required.

Cont'd next page.....
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NRC NO. F-8.52 MPPSS NO. 5.3.21

Panel 603: The placement of the new labels will be
against their respective indicating lights,
leaving a visual gap below them to provide
adequate differentiation. No further action
required.

Panel 800: The new labels and demarcation lines minimize
this effect. The only areas of concern are at
the diesel generator displays, which are
pending several design changes. Resolution in
this area will be noted in the Final Report.

(y

Panel 811/827:

Panel 813:

Panel 814:

Panel 820:

Panel 832:

Panel 840:

A design review noted that four of the
controllers on each panel has been made
nonfunctional but not removed from the
panels. These will be removed prior to fuel
load. New group labeling for the indicators
will be installed prior to fuel load to
provide visual differentiation. No further
action required.

See item 5.3. 16.h, (Finding 8. 1) above, f'r
response.

New group labeling will be installed prior to
fuel load. The displays were rearranged by
drywell elevation and area ( top-to-bottom,
left-to-right) to allow application of group
labels. No further action required.

New group labeling and demarcation lines will
be installed prior to fuel load. No further
action required.

New labels, demarcation, and improved
mimi ck i ng w i 1 I be i ns ta 1 1 ed pr ior to fue1
load. No further action required.

The string of eight RFPT displays will be
separated (three turbine displays and five oil
system displays) during the first refueling
outage. No further action required.

Comment: All design corrections should be installed, reviewed,
ana reported prior to licensing.
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RESPONSE: Genezal Physics Corporation has reviewed these areas to ensure adequate
differentiation rum exists. PaneZ enhancements have resolved aEl items noted above.

P602: The HPCS bus voltage metez and voltage selector can',tches vere coEor ed
padded to impzove visibility. No fuz ther differentiation required.

SRV control britches do not Eend themseEves to differentiation. Legend
plates vere provided hauing the PS2G relief setpoints and identifying
the ADS vaEves. Red coEor bande nriZZ be instalEed on the ADS contzol
legend plates to improve visibiEity. No further differentiation zequized.

The MS1'V isolation vaEues haue been demarcated and EabeEed arith
minoz'inesto differentiate them from the overall isolation uaEve grouping.

No fuz'ther differentiation required.

'

P603:

P800:

P822/P827:

P823:

P824:

P820:

The top tee lamps a)ere replaced arit square engzaued lenses. The nm
labeEs vere placed adj'acent to their respective indicating Eamps, leaving
a visual gap belov the pEate to provide adequate differentiation. No
further diffezentiation required.

Demarcation raas appZied around functionaE groupings of indicators:
Stm'tup Pover, Backup Pmer, 480V Distribution, 4.26 ZV Pover, 6.9 ZV
P~er, DG-2, DG-2, Bus SM-7 Pourer, Bus SM-8 Paver, and Genez'ator Ycu d
switching. Vith the additionaE zesponse noted in D-8.43, no fuz'ther
differential change is required.

See z'esponses to NRC'udit Findings D-8.42 and D-8.40.

The containment vacuum breakez'ontroEs vere demarcated into &o gz'oup-
ings: Reactoz'uiEding to Ve&eZZ bz'eakez's and VetmZZ to ~eZZ
breakez's. The Eatter group eras aEso subdivided by Reaz'nd Zzont bzeakers
by a subdemarcation line. No further differentiation is required.

See response to NRC Audit Finding D-.8.42.

See response to NRC Audit Finding D-8.44 foz the indicators. The con-
troEs vere functionally gz'ouped by use of demarcation Eines: Tuzbine
Drain VaEves, Evapoz'atoz'ontroZs, Moisture Separator Reheater Controls,
Steam J'et Air EJ'ectors, and Turbine Sprays. The Reheater and Steam Jet
Air Ejector controls vere further diuided into A and B units uith sub-
demarcation Eines. No furthez differentiation is requir'ed.

P832: Demarcation nriZZ be appEied around the matrix of trap station bypass
controls. The rest of the paneE is mimicked and fuz'thez'ifferentiation
is not zequiz'ed. See also NRC'udit Finding D-6.92.

P840: See z'esponse to NRC Audit Zinding D-8.38.

Pith the completion of NRC Audit Zinding items D-8.40, D-8.42, D-8.43, and D-8. 38
prior to fuel load, no further differentiation mZE be requized.
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